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VIEWPOINT

Life In The New Year

A

The new year unfolds in the
shadow of COVID-19 and the new
normal brought about by it.

In short, life will not be the
same in 2021 and the
coming years. Coronavirus
has changed many things –
some for the better and
some for worse. It has
stopped humanity’s mad
pace of development and
got it to rethink about life.
So, will the post-Corona
world reset and renew
itself?
4
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forgettable year that 2020 was has finally ended. India and the world are
tiptoeing into the new year with caution and optimism. Last year was a
complete washout, and normal life was totally disrupted by COVID-19. There
is some hope around the globe, with COVID-19 vaccine already being administered in some parts of the world and India expected to begin vaccination
early this year. Yet vaccination in India – given its huge population – would
occupy most part of the year, and it is likely to take a while before life returns
to normal.
After a likely contraction of around 8 per cent in FY21, the Indian economy
may gradually begin looking up in the latter part of 2021. But the faster pace of
recovery will certainly depend on the government’s stimulus package. The
government can spread the new year cheer with a Budget that will push up
demand, create jobs, spur investments and recharge economic growth.
The viral pandemic has brought in a new normal. Workplaces can hence
never be what they used to be in 2021. The concept of work from home (WFH)
has liberated some sections of employees engaged in some kinds of jobs from
traditional concepts of associating with working from office. The elimination
of commuting has added hours to the day and enhanced productivity. No
wonder, many IT, software and other sectors – and even the government – are
thinking of making WFH an inseparable part of modern employment. A hybrid
of traditional office work and WFH or working from a remote place is set to
gain roots this year and likely to become popular, going forward.
The epidemic of 2020 expedited the change in the way people interacted,
shopped, transacted and got entertained. Inter-personal interaction was largely
replaced by telephonic and online interaction. At the height of the pandemic
and during stiff lockdowns, people ordered food and beverage home and
shopped online. Almost all transactions –including banking and sending and
receiving money – were conducted online. Online streaming sites were already
gaining currency before COVID-19 struck India. The virus only further got
people glued to the likes of Netflix and other over-the-top (OTT) platforms,
with cinema halls shut down for over six months.
Starting this year, these trends that gained ground during the pandemic are
set to change so many vital sectors, such as hospitality, media and entertainment, retail and e-commerce and telecom, among others. Incidentally, there
could be a greater blurring of lines between unorganised (small stores),
organised (supermarkets and malls) and e-commerce and e-tail segments, as
each segment intertwines with the other. The retail space would also witness
a fierce battle for the market share between Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance
Retail and Jeff Bezos-led Amazon.
The telecom sector would shrink further and see a tri-cornered fight between Reliance Jio, Airtel and Vodafone Idea. Besides, 5G could become the
new battleground for the telecom tycoons. Banking would see more consolidation in the new year, with more public sector bank mergers. Moreover, more
new-age banks may see the light of day. Non-performing assets (NPAs) may
deteriorate, in the meanwhile, and pain in the non-banking financial companies
(NBFCs) may turn acute.
In short, life will not be the same in 2021 and the coming years. Coronavirus
has changed many things – some for the better and some for worse. For one,
the virus has shone the spotlight on the lives of the weak and the vulnerable
and got society to care for them. It has also stopped humanity’s mad pace of
development and got it to rethink about life. So, will the post-Corona world
reset and renew itself?
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL
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freedom for natural gas
produced from all fields other
than the old fields of Stateowned ONGC and Oil India
in nomination blocks.
Reliance Industries-BP
combine and ONGC (for
non-nomination blocks) have
been auctioning gas to users.
They would typically devise
a formula and seek bids
from users.

Modi lays foundation
stone for hybrid park
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi recently laid a
foundation stone for a hybrid
renewable energy park in his
home State of Gujarat. The
hybrid renewable energy
park near Vighakot village in
Kutch district will be the
country’s largest renewable
energy generation park. It
will lead to generation of
renewable energy to the tune
of 30 gw or 30,000 mw.
Spread over 72,600 hectares,
the park will have a dedicated
hybrid park zone for wind
and solar energy storage as
well as exclusive zone for
wind park activities. The
park is expected to attract
investments worth Rs 1.35
lakh crore and is scheduled to
be completed in the next two
years.

New norms give gaspricing freedom Reliance
Industries (RIL) and other
producers of natural gas will
no longer need the

Govt to invest $60 bn in gas infrastructure Union Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan has said that the government has planned a $60-billion investment for creating gas infrastructure in the country till 2024. With this, share of gas in the
energy mix is expected to rise to 15 per cent by 2030. Currently,
gas accounts for 6.2 per cent in the country’s total energy mix.
India’s first, automated, national-level, gas-trading platform was
launched in June this year to promote and sustain a robust gas
market. Besides, coverage of city gas distribution projects is
being expanded to 232 geographical areas with potential to cover
about 53 per cent of the country’s geography and 70 per cent of
its population.
government’s approval for
gas price, if it is arrived at
using new guidelines for
discovery of market price.
The Union Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Gas

recently notified guidelines
for discovery of market
prices for domesticallyproduced natural gas through
e-bidding. The government
has since 2017 given pricing

Public cloud market to hit
$7.4 bn by 2024 India’s
public cloud services market
is expected to grow at 22.2
per cent to touch $7.4 billion
by 2024, research firm IDC
has said. The public cloud
services market, which
includes infrastructure-as-aservice (IaaS), platform-as-aservice (PaaS) and softwareas-a-service (SaaS) solutions,
touched $1.6 billion for the
first half of 2020, according
to IDC. “The current
uncertainty has accelerated
the demand for public cloud
services. Getting to the next
normal entails businesses to
leverage cloud as a part of
their business plans,” IDC
India Principal Analyst
Rishu Sharma has said.
Enterprises across verticals,
like financial services, IT and
ITeS, media and education,
are witnessing a surge in
demand for cloud.

Rs 3,500-cr sugar export
subsidy in 2020-21 The
Union Cabinet has approved
an assistance of Rs 3,500
crore for export of 6 million
tonnes of sugar in the current
marketing year through
September 2021. The move is
aimed at cutting a glut in the
domestic market. This
subsidy amount will be
directly credited into the
accounts of cane farmers
against outstanding dues of
mills. The Cabinet has also
cleared an allocation of
Rs 5,361 crore towards

6
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Public float of 5%
mandated post-CIRP The
Securities and Exchange
Board of India (SEBI) has
mandated that businesses
rising from insolvency
proceedings must have a
minimum of a 5 per cent
upfront public shareholding,
if the decision has resulted
within the public
shareholding falling beneath
10 per cent. The transfer is
geared towards curbing
volatility and manipulation
within the share prices of
those companies.

NDB’s $1-bn loan for
economic recovery The
government and the New
Development Bank (NDB)
have signed a loan agreement
worth $1 billion to help
India’s economic recovery
from COVID-19. The loan
will support spending on
rural infrastructure related to
natural resource management
and Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA) Scheme. The
loan has a tenure of 30 years,
including a five-year grace
period. The programme
proposes creation of durable
rural infrastructure assets and
generation of employment
opportunities for rural poor.

Electronics sector to add
$1 trn to economy Union
Communication and IT
Minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad has said that scaling
up of electronic manufacturing in the country can alone
contribute $1 trillion to the
economy. The government
has seen interest from global
majors, like Apple, Samsung
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

and their contract manufacturers, to scale up production
in India. “I don’t have
slightest doubt that by
proper scaling of electronic
manufacturing alone, we will
be able to contribute $1
trillion to the country’s
kitty, and that is what I am
aiming for, and that’s what
we are sure to succeed,”
Mr Prasad said at an
ASSOCHAM event recently.

FADA asks auto cos to
bear airbag cost The
government’s proposal to
make dual-front airbags
mandatory will lead to
increase in price, and vehicle
manufacturers should absorb
the major hike in costs to
prevent impact on sales, the
Federation of Automobile
Dealers’ Associations
(FADA) has said. In a draft
notification, the Ministry of
Road Transport and
Highways (MoRTH) has
proposed to make it
mandatory for automakers to
provide an airbag for the
front passenger, over and
above the existing airbag for
the driver of passenger
vehicles.

States borrow 43.5%
more in 9 months At
Rs 5,55,900 crore, the States,
whose finances have been
ravaged by the pandemic,
have snapped up as much as
43.5 per cent more debt from
the market during the first
nine months of the current
fiscal. According to an
analysis by rating agency
ICRA, States had borrowed
Rs 3,87,400 crore in the first
nine months of FY20. What
is significant is that over 65
per cent of these Rs 5.55
lakh crore borrowings have
been lapped up by just five,
top-borrowing States –
Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana – during these
months.

MISCELLANEOUS

subsidy for the last marketing year (2019-20), when it
had announced an export
assistance of Rs 10,448 per
tonne. The move will benefit
about 5 crore farmers and 5
lakh workers.

“There are
sometimes talks
about India having
its own 5G standards.
This is an existential
threat, which could
lock India out of a
global ecosystem
and slow down the
pace of innovation.”

Gopal Vittal
CEO, BHARTI AIRTEL

“If people are going to
study one country
right now, other than
China, I would say that
they should look at
India. Things are
really exploding there,
and innovation around
the digital finance
system is
phenomenal.”

Bill Gates
CO-FOUNDER, MICROSOFT

“My view is that
when inflation in the
US rises, that is when
one needs to be most
careful. At that point
in time, the
developed world’s
central bank-led bull
market can end.”

S Naren
ED, ICICI PRUDENTIAL AMCI

“Any increase in
income of the bottom
half of the population
will quickly turn into
consumption, which in
turn will spur
production. That
consumptionproduction cycle can
potentially put India
on a virtuous cycle of
growth and jobs.”

Duvvuri Subbarao
EX-GOVERNOR, RBI

JANUARY 2021
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relief which banks would give
may be based on the
guidelines issued by the RBI
and the government from
time to time.

RTGS becomes 24x7 all
through the year Real Time
Gross Settlement System
(RTGS) has become
operational 24x7 all throughout the year mid-December
last year. This development
comes within a year of
operationalising National
Electronics Funds Transfer
(NEFT) 24x7. “India will
become one of the few
countries in the world to
operate its RTGS system
round the clock throughout
the year,” the RBI has said in
a statement. The RTGS
system is mostly meant for
high-value transactions, with
minimum remittance of Rs 2
lakh and without any
maximum limit. The RTGS
currently handles 6.35 lakh
transactions on a daily basis
for a value of Rs 4.17 lakh
crore across 237 participant
banks.

NBFCs’ growth to be
subdued in FY22 Assets
under management (AUMs)
of NBFCs are likely to see
positive growth but will be
muted at 5 to 6 per cent in
the next financial year
(FY22), according to CRISIL
Ratings. The turnaround will
be led by larger entities with
stronger parentage. In the
current financial year (FY21),
NBFCs’ AUMs are likely to
de-grow for the first time in
the last two decades.
“Navigating a raft of
headwinds for over two
financial years – culminating
in de-growth in the current
financial year – AUMs of
NBFCs are set to grow again
– although at a relatively
subdued 5 to 6 per cent in
the next financial year,”
CRISIL has said.

Norms out for NBFCs to
declare dividend The RBI
has released draft guidelines
for distribution of dividend
by NBFCs. The draft sets

8
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Six suitors bid for
Reliance Home Finance

Flipkart to spin off PhonePe partially Flipkart has announced
a partial spin-off of PhonePe, as the digital payments firm will
raise $700 million in funding, valuing it at $5.5 billion. Flipkart
will own an 87 per cent majority share in the hived-off entity,
with US retail giant Walmart owning 10 per cent and existing
investors, including Tiger Global Management, holding the remaining 3 per cent stake. Flipkart co-founder Binny Bansal will
join PhonePe’s board of directors along with the fintech
company’s co-founders Sameer Nigam and Rahul Chari. PhonePe
has added that a good part of the money raised will be used to
penetrate rural India in the next two years.
thresholds in terms of capital
adequacy and non-performing
assets (NPAs) for NBFCs to
be eligible to distribute
dividends. However, the
draft also makes exceptions
for specific cases and sets the
dividend payout ratio for
each of them. According to

APPOINTMENTS
The RBI has elevated
three chief general
managers –
R Subramanian, Rohit
Jain and R S Ratho – as
executive directors (EDs)
with effect from December 11. Mr Subramanian
will look after foreign
exchange, financial
markets regulation,
internal debt management
and international banking.
Mr Jain will be in charge
of supervision (risk,
analytics and vulnerability
assessment). Mr Ratho
will handle financial
markets operations,
external investments and
operations and legal issues.

the guidelines, deposit-taking
NBFCs (NBFC-D) and
systemically-important, nondeposit-taking NBFCs
(NBFC-ND-SI) should have
a Capital To Risk-Weighted
Assets Ratio (CRAR) of at
least 15 per cent for the last
three years, including the
accounting year for which
they propose to declare
dividend. The guidelines will
be applicable for dividend to
be declared from FY21
onwards.

Debt relief only via
restructuring: IBA Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA)
has told the Supreme Court
that any resolution of debts
can be only through restructuring and private banks can
deal with it in line with their
respective norms. However,
it has ruled out any writing
off of interests on loans given
by the PSU banks, stating
that they are listed companies having shareholders.
Senior advocate Harish Salve,
appearing for the IBA, has
told a Bench led by Justice
Ashok Bhushan that any

Lenders to troubled mortgage
firm Reliance Home Finance
(RHF) have extended the
inter-creditor agreement
(ICA) for another three
months. Reliance Home
Finance, a part of the Anil
Ambani-promoted Reliance
Group, recently got bids
from six suitors as a part of
the debt resolution process.
Of the six bidders, only two
have submitted compliant
and binding bids, while four
bids are non-binding and not
compliant with bid conditions. Lenders have decided
to extend the bidding timeline
further till January 31, 2021
to accommodate the four
non-compliant bidders. Retail
disbursements of Reliance
Home Finance had plunged
amid tightening liquidity
following the collapse of
IL&FS in 2018.

PMC Cooperative Bank
gets four EoIs Crisis-ridden
Punjab and Maharashtra
Cooperative Bank (PMC)
has received four Expressions
of Interest (EoIs) for
investment and participation
in its reconstruction. The last
date for submission of EoIs
was December 15, 2020. The
directions and restrictions
placed on the bank have been
extended further till March
31, 2021, as it needs more
time to study the proposals.
The RBI had superseded
PMC Bank’s board in
September 2019. About 70
per cent of its total loan book
of Rs 8,383 crore had been
taken by real estate firm
HDIL as on March 31, 2019.
The bank had Rs 11,600
crore in deposits.

INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

the overseas investment arm
of State-owned Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC), has made an oil
discovery in an onshore
block in Colombia. OVL
struck oil while drilling an
appraisal well, Indico-2, in
CPO-5 block in Llanos Basin
of Colombia, the company
has said in a statement. OVL
is the operator in the block
with 70 per cent stake.
Geopark, an independent oil
company, has the remaining
30 per cent interest. Indico-2
is likely to produce oil at the
rate of 6,300 barrels per day.
OVL has a stake in seven
exploratory blocks in
Colombia, in addition to two
producing blocks.
Pawan Hans on the block
for 4th time The Centre has
invited fresh Expression of
Interest (EoI) for its 51 per
cent stake in State-run Pawan
Hans with easier terms. This
is the fourth attempt by the
government to offload stake
in the company after its
previous three offers found
no takers. Under the new
terms, the government has
allowed potential buyer to
sell assets and change
shareholding after one year of
acquisition of the controlling
stake in the helicopter
company. The due date for
submission of EoI is January
19, 2021.

BPCL’s LPG business to
be in new unit Privatisationbound Bharat Petroleum
Corporation’s (BPCL) new
owner will get a right to
decide on retaining the
business of selling subsidised
LPG after three years of
takeover. In the intervening
period, the LPG business
will be transferred into a new
unit to continue the flow of
government’s subsidy. The
government’s subsidy will
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Tatas, employees’ group bid for Air India The Centre has
said that it has received “multiple expressions of interest” to
buy stake in Air India. The Tata Group and a consortium comprising several of the debt-laden airline’s employees and a USbased investment firm, debt-laden airline, Interups, are the two
confirmed bidders among those seeking to buy stake in the national carrier. The government is expected to notify the qualified
bidders on January 5. This is the government’s second attempt
at disinvesting its stake in the airline after the previous move in
2018 ended up without a bid. The government has allowed potential investors to bid on the basis of enterprise value. This
effectively allows bidders to determine the debt level that they
would want to take on.
continue to be given to
BPCL’s customers, if the
new owner chooses to retain
the business after three
years. BPCL’s LPG
customers will be transferred
to other State-owned
companies in case the new
owner does not want to
continue with such a
business.

India Post launches
DakPay services The
Department of Posts (DoP)
and India Post Payments
Bank (IPPB) have unveiled a
new digital payment app
called DakPay at a virtual
event. The app is a part of
the department’s ongoing
efforts to provide and expand
digital financial inclusion to
all corners of the country.
DakPay is not simply a
digital payment app but a
collection of digital financial
and assisted banking services
bundled together for its users
–such as Domestic Money
Transfers (DMT) and virtual
debit card with UPI. These

services are provided by
India Post and IPPB through
its postal network spread
across the nation.

PSBs to raise Rs 25,000
cr in three months Public
sector banks (PSBs) are
planning to raise about
Rs 25,000 crore through a
mix of equity and debt in the
next three months to support
credit pick-up and meet
regulatory requirements. In
the last few months, State
Bank of India, Canara Bank

TIE-UPS
Indian Renewable
Energy Development
Agency has entered into a
memorandum of understanding with Satluj Jal
Vidyut Nigam to provide
services for green energy
projects, such as technofinancial due diligence of
renewable energy, energy
efficiency and conservation projects.

ONGC starts oil
production in Bengal West
Bengal gets included in
ONGC’s oil and gas map,
with its eighth field in
Ashoknagar in West Bengal
starting commercial production. ONGC first extracted
20 kilolitres of crude oil from
the Ashoknagar oilfields
early last November and had
sent it to Indian Oil’s Haldia
refinery for processing.
ONGC will dig 13 wells in
the coming three years in the
newly-awarded acreages. It
has started fresh geoscientific activities, comprised of appraisal
programme. The last round
of bidding was done in
January 2020. Ashoknagar
oilfields is set to produce gas
of 1 lakh cubic meters per
day and oil between 15 and
18 cubic meters per day.

Govt invites EoIs for stake
sale in SCI The government
has invited Expressions of
Interest (EoIs) for strategic
disinvestment of its 63.75
per cent stake in Shipping
Corp of India (SCI), along
with the transfer of management control. The Department of Investment and
Public Asset Management
(DIPAM) has also issued a
Preliminary Information
Memorandum (PIM),
inviting EoI from potential
buyers by February 13. The
memorandum has added that
certain non-core assets will
be hived off from SCI.
JANUARY 2021
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and Punjab National Bank
have raised about Rs 40,000
crore from the market. RBI
Governor Shaktikanta Das
has been advising banks to
raise capital proactively and
not wait for a difficult
situation to arise due to the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis.
The government has already
allocated Rs 20,000 crore for
capital infusion into PSBs in
the current financial year.

OVL finds oil in Columbia
block ONGC Videsh (OVL),

CORPORATE
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After Vodafone, India
loses Cairn case too In a

UltraTech lines up
Rs 5,477-cr capex

major setback, the Union
government has lost an
international arbitration case
to energy giant Cairn over
retrospective levy of taxes.
The government has been
asked to pay damages worth
$1.2 billion (Rs 8,842 crore)
to the UK company. The
case pertains to the
Rs 24,500-crore tax demand
on capital gains made by the
oil company in reorganisation
of its Indian business in
2006-07. The Permanent
Court of Arbitration at The
Hague in The Netherlands
has maintained that the Cairn
tax issue is in breach of fair
treatment under the UKIndia Bilateral Investment
Treaty. The Cairn verdict
follows barely three months
after India lost arbitration to
Vodafone over retrospective
tax legislation amendment.

UltraTech Cement has
announced an investment of
Rs 5,477 crore towards
increasing its capacity by
12.8 mtpa with a mix of
brownfield and greenfield
expansion. The additional
capacity will be created in
eastern, central and northern
markets of the country.
Upon completion of the
latest round of expansion,
UltraTech’s capacity will
grow to 136.25 mtpa,
reinforcing its position as the
third-largest cement company in the world, outside of
China. Commercial production from the new capacities
is expected to go on stream in
a phased manner by the
fourth quarter of 2022-23.

Pride launches WorryFree Staycations Pandemic
blues have started subsiding,
and it is time to live beyond
the living room. With this

APPOINTMENTS
Uday Shankar, the
president of The Walt
Disney Company APAC
and chairman of Star and
Disney India, has taken
over as the President of
FICCI for 2020-2021.
Sanjiv Mehta, the
chairman and managing
director of Hindustan
Unilever, and Subhrakant
Panda, the managing
director of Indian Metals &
Ferro Alloys, have taken
charge as senior vicepresident and vicepresident of FICCI
respectively.
Vineet Agarwal, the
managing director of

10
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IKEA plans Rs 10,500-cr investment in India IKEA, a part
of the Ingka Group, plans to invest Rs 10,500 crore in its India
operations. The Swedish furniture retailer will be investing
Rs 6,000 crore in Maharashtra by 2030, according to the company. The leading Swedish home furnishing retailer recently
opened the doors to its Navi Mumbai store. The Navi Mumbai
Store is IKEA’s second store in India and the first, big-format
store in Maharashtra. With its big plans, IKEA aims to provide
over 6,000 jobs in Maharashtra, of which 50 per cent will be for
women. After the Navi Mumbai store, two more city centre
IKEA stores will be opened in 2021.
thought in mind and to
encourage people to travel
again and enjoy what they
love, Pride Group of Hotels
has initiated its new holiday
package –Worry-Free
Staycations – with financial
assistance. Worry-Free
Staycations are designed for

all travellers on the lookout
for safe and hygienic
getaway. The two-nightsand-three-days package
consists of multiple services.
Guests can book the package
directly by visiting the Pride
Hotels website, the hospitality company has said.

logistics company Transport
Corporation of India, has
taken over as president of
ASSOCAM, while Sumant
Sinha, the chairman and
managing director of ReNew
Power, has assumed the
responsibility of the senior
vice-president of the leading
industry body.

NTT has appointed
Abhijit Dubey, a
McKinsey & Company
veteran, as the global chief
executive officer of the
technology services
provider.

Malavika Hegde, the wife of
late V G Siddhartha, has been
appointed as CEO of Cafe
Coffee Day for five years,
effective from December 31,
2020.
Hina Nagarajan, the
managing director of the
Africa Regional Markets of
Diageo, has been appointed
the CEO of United Spirits
from July 1, 2021.

Gammon India has reappointed Ajit Balubhai
Desai as its chief executive
officer.

TIE-UPS
Food delivery platform
Swiggy has joined hands
with the Prime Minister
Street Vendors’
AtmaNibhar Nidhi (PM
SVANidhi) scheme to bring
over 36,000 street food
vendors online.

Ola plans Rs 2,400-cr
e-scooter plant in TN Ola
Electric has announced a
Rs 2,400-crore investment
plan to set up an electric
scooter (e-scooter) manufacturing plant in Hosur, Tamil
Nadu (TN). The SoftBankbacked company aims to
make India a manufacturing
hub for electric vehicles
(EVs). Ola has signed a
memorandum of understanding with the TN government
for this facility. Upon
completion, the factory will
create almost 10,000 jobs. It
will initially have an annual
capacity of 2 million units. In
2019, Ola Electric had raised
$250 million from Masayoshi
Son’s SoftBank. The
investment had turned the evehicle arm of the ride-hailing
aggregator into a unicorn.

GM shuts Talegaon plant,
exits India totally General
Motors (GM) has decided to
shut down its operations in
the country by deciding to
wind up operations at its
only remaining plant in India
in Talegoan near Pune. GM
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Wipro seals $700-mn IT
deal with Metro Wipro will
be taking over information
technology (IT) units of
Metro –Metro-NOM in
Germany and Metro Systems
Romania. Under the deal,
more than 1,300 employees
of the two units of Metro
across Germany, Romania
and India will be transferred
to Wipro. Metro is a leading
international wholesale
company with food and nonfood assortments that
specialises on serving needs
of hotels, restaurants and
caterers as well as independent traders. The estimated
deal value for the duration of
the first five years is

and Triumph motorcycles as
well as for electric vehicles
(EVs) starting with Chetak,
the company has said. The
investment comes at a time
when most auto companies
are straddled with excess
capacities and falling demand.

Setback for Future,
bigger jolt to Amazon The

Torrent to invest Rs 5,000 cr in Chennai Torrent Gas has
pledged Rs 5,000 crore of investment to develop infrastructure
to retail CNG to automobiles and piped gas to households and
industries in Chennai, the biggest city gas licence in its portfolio.
Torrent Gas, a part of the pharmaceutical-to-energy Torrent
Group, has signed an MoU with the Tamil Nadu government for
development of city gas infrastructure at the Growth and Investment Conclave in Chennai recently. The company will lay
pipelines and other infrastructure in Chennai and Tiruvallur districts, covering an area of 3,569 sq km, to provide piped gas
connections to homes, industries and commercial establishments.
It will also set up infrastructure to dispense CNG to automobiles.
approximately $700 million.
With the intention to extend
up to four additional years, it
can be a potential spend of
up to $1 billion.

Bajaj Auto to invest
Rs 650 cr in new plant
Bajaj Auto has signed an
agreement with the
Maharashtra government to
set up a manufacturing

facility in the State, the
company has said in a
notification to stock
exchanges. As a part of the
agreement, the Pune-based
company has proposed an
investment of Rs 650 crore in
Chakan, Maharashtra. The
unit is expected to commence
production in 2023. It will be
utilised for manufacturing
high-end KTM, Husqvarna

Delhi High Court recently
rejected the Future Group’s
plea that Amazon be
restrained from writing to
regulatory authorities not to
accord approval to Future’s
deal with Reliance Retail.
However, the court’s order
also added that the FutureReliance Retail deal was in
accordance with Indian laws,
thus dealing a blow to
Amazon’s claim. What can be
more damaging to Amazon is
that the court also said that
its deal with Future Coupons
– prior to Future-Reliance
deal – is in the nature of
control and therefore required
prior government approval.
In the absence of the
approval, the deal is in
violation of FEMA and FDI
rules. The court’s order
holding Future Coupons deal
as illegal knocks down the very
basis of Amazon’s argument.

OBITUARIES
Mahashay Dharmapal Gulati (1923-2020)

Sudarshan Kumar Maini (1933-2020)

Mahashay Dharampal
Gulati, the owner of the
iconic spice brand MDH
(Mahashian Di Hatti),
passed away in December.
The king of spices,
Mr Gulati, 98, was
admitted to Delhi’s Mata
Chanan Devi Hospital,
where he was undergoing
treatment for the past few
weeks. Mr Gulati, who was
fondly called MDH, Dadaji
or Mahashayji, was born in
1923 in Sialkot, Pakistan.
He joined his father’s spice

Sudarshan Kumar Maini, 87,
founder of the Maini Group
of industries, manufacturer of
India’s first electric car Reva,
passed away in December
after a prolonged illness.
Hailing from Punjab,
Mr Maini had established the
Maini Group in 1973. Under
his stewardship, the Maini
Group grew into a multi-unit
conglomerate of six companies with over 1,500
employees spread over 14
locations. He encouraged his
son Chetan Maini to
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business in Sialkot. He
moved to India after the
Partition and opened a shop
in Delhi’s Karol Bagh. From
his shop in Karol Bagh,
Mr Gulati built MDH as one
of India’s leading spices
brand.

commercialise India’s first
electric vehicle, Reva car,
named after his wife.
Mr Maini had done his
degree in mechanical
engineering from the Banaras
Hindu University. He had
studied industrial administration in the United Kingdom.
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India had struck a deal with
China’s Great Wall Motors
to sell its Talegaon plant.
However, tension between
India and China had resulted
in a delay by India to
approve the deal. This delay
finally led to GM India
exiting from India. The
American auto-maker had
ceased its Indian operations
in 2017 and sold its Kalol
plant in Gujarat to China’s
SAIC. The Talegaon facility
was used to manufacture
Chevrolet Beat for Mexico.

TEXTILE

IBJ BUREAU

W

holesale markets across
the country are witnessing
huge arrivals of cotton.
Nearly 3 lakh bales (each bale is equal
to 170 kg) of raw cotton or kapas have
been flooding Agriculture Produce
Market Committees (APMCs) daily in
the past one month. Around 92 lakh
bales have reached markets across
top, cotton-growing States of Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Telangana, Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka in the first two
months (October and November) of
the marketing year 2020-21 (October
to September). Market arrivals during
the corresponding two months of
2019-20 were around 56 lakh bales.
The huge rush of cotton in the
markets in the past two months comes
on the back of record purchase of the
crop by State-owned Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) during the 201920 marketing year. According to the
latest data of the Union Textile Ministry, procurement by CCI hit 1.04 crore
bales in the year ended September
2020, accounting for about 30 per cent
of the market arrivals. Last year’s procurement beats CCI’s previous record
procurement of 89.30 lakh bales in
2008-09.
Incidentally, cotton is one of the
only three farm commodities – rice and
wheat being the other two – procured
in large volumes and regularly by the
government machinery whenever the
situation warrants. Moreover, these
crops are, to a great extent, procured
at the government-set minimum support price (MSP).
So, last year, as COVID-19-induced
lockdown battered exports, there was
huge stock in warehouses across the
country. Excess cotton pulled down
the prices. It was then that CCI intervened to prevent distress sales by
farmers. Subsequently, CCI purchased over 20 lakh bales of the total
1.04 crore procured in 2019-20 between
April and August, even though the
peak arrival season had ended.
“The Centre has procured cotton
12
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Problem Of Plenty
Huge arrivals of cotton amid falling domestic and
global demand bode ill for the Indian textile industry.
worth Rs 14,654 crore in the first two
months of the current marketing year
(2020-21) that started on October 1,
which has benefitted 9.63 lakh farmers. These farmers have already received Rs 11,799 crore in their bank
accounts this year,” reveals Union
Textile Minister Smriti Irani.

“The Centre has procured cotton
worth Rs 14,654 crore in the first
two months of the current
marketing year (2020-21) that
started on October 1, which has
benefitted 9.63 lakh farmers.”
SMRITI IRANI
Union Textile Minister

Growing glut
Ironically, fear and anxiety surrounding the viral pandemic are pushing
arrivals of cotton up in large quantities across the country’s markets.
Fearing a fresh wave of COVID-19,
farmers have been lining up before
APMC markets to dispose off their
crops, leading to a daily average of
around 3 lakh bales hitting the markets. “Going by the current trend,
nearly 50 per cent of the total crop
would arrive in the market by the end
of December (2020), causing pressure
on prices,” opines Cotton Association of India (CAI) President Atul
Ganatra.
Cotton prices have been volatile
in the past few months. Extended
lockdown until July last year had hammered down the prices. As CCI
stepped in and began buying, raw
cotton (raw cotton is cotton with
seeds and lint is the white fibre separated from seeds through ginning)
prices shot up past Rs 6,000 per quinINDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

tal by mid-November, surpassing the
MSP of Rs 5,850 per quintal. But sustained purchase by CCI only further
encouraged growers to bring more
cotton into the markets, pulling prices
down to around Rs 5,300 per quintal.
“Spinning mills have slowed down
their purchases as they have 30 to 45
days of cotton stocks with them. Private traders are finding it difficult to
get buyers, given the slowdown in
textile sector. So, the rally in the market is mostly driven by government
procurement,” notes Pradeep Kumar
Jain, the founder chairman of
Khandesh Cotton Gin/Press Owners’
and Traders’ Development Association.
Drop in prices has led to a fresh
surge in buying by CCI. The corporation has accelerated its procurement,
with around 450 of its centres across
the country actively buying cotton at
the MSP. No wonder, CCI has already
purchased about 40 lakh bales of cotton in the first two months of the current marketing year up to the end of
November.
A peculiar problem of plenty has,
in the meanwhile, struck cotton. Total
production in the marketing year 201920, which ended in September 2020, is
estimated to be around 357 lakh bales.
Apart from 16 lakh bales of imports,
cotton consumption by textile mills at
228 lakh bales and close to 50 lakh
bales of exports, the country is left
with an overwhelmingly-high carryover stock of around 100 lakh bales.
Cotton glut seems to be never ending. In its first advance estimate of
commercial crops for the ongoing
2020-21 season, the Union Agriculture
Ministry has pegged cotton production at about 371 lakh bales. The CAI,
on the hand, has estimated the production at 356 lakh bales. Whatever
be the projection of production numbers, the market will remain flooded
with cotton for the next one year.
The same story of excess cotton is
playing out in the global market too.
Demand in the US and Europe has
gone down with the second wave of
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

“The lockdown
caused by the
COVID-19
pandemic in
India and across
the globe has
created an
unprecedented crisis. This will
undoubtedly have a very serious
impact on the Indian cotton
textile and clothing industry.”
K SELVARAJU
Secretary General, SIMA
“Going by the
current trend,
nearly 50 per
cent of the total
crop would
arrive in the
market by the
end of December (2020), causing
pressure on prices.”
ATUL GANATRA, President, CAI
COVID-19 further dampening the already-slowing consumption for fabric and garments. Moreover, prices of
man-made fibres have fallen steeply,
and many textile units have switched
over to these fibres, thus further increasing the glut in cotton.
The global economic slowdown is
set to have a deep impact on exports
of cotton. The CAI estimates that cot-

ton shipments during 2020-21 are
likely to register around 54 lakh bales,
short of the targeted 60 lakh bales.
“India sells its cotton at 5 to 7 per
cent discount to global prices. But
since Indian prices are currently over
7 per cent higher than global prices, it
would be difficult for Indian exporters to ship cotton abroad,” opines
Mr Ganatra.
Reshaping industry
A severe slump in demand in global
markets is set to batter the entire value
chain of Indian cotton textile industry from cotton and yarn to fabric and
garment. A slowing domestic
economy, coupled with demand
shock triggered by the viral epidemic,
has further aggravated the problems
for the Indian textile industry.
“The lockdown caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic in India and
across the globe from mid-March 2020
has created an unprecedented crisis.
This will undoubtedly have a very
serious impact on the Indian cotton
textile and clothing industry, thereby
affecting demand for cotton,” points
out K Selvaraju, the secretary general
of Southern India Mills Association
(SIMA).
Incidentally, COVID-19 is not the
only factor to spell doom for the domestic textile industry. In fact, Indian
textile industry has been in a downswing for the past some years. Yarn

India’s share in global apparel exports is a meagre 4%, even though it
produces around 20% per cent of the world’s cotton.
JANUARY 2021
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Textile industry, which contributes around 2% to Indian GDP, lags behind
peers in China, Bangladesh and Vietnam.

exports, for instance, have been on
the decline from 1,313 million kg in
2013-14 to 959 million kg in 2019-20.
Besides, India’s share in global
garment or apparel exports is a meagre 4 per cent, and the country is
ranked fifth globally in apparel exports, even though it produces around
20 per cent of the world’s cotton. The
country’s second rank in global textile exports with a 6 per cent global
market share is misleading, as most of
the shipments include low-value segments, such as cotton fibre and yarn.
Moreover, India’s dismal share of global apparel exports at 4 per cent
stands out starkly when compared
with China’s global apparel share of
36.4 per cent, Bangladesh’s 6.4 per
cent and Vietnam’s 5.5 per cent.
A key reason for India’s poor show
can perhaps be found in a deposition
of the Union Textile Ministry to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Labour. The ministry had deposed that
India would have an agreement with
Bangladesh to supply fabric and yarn
to it, and that the neighbouring country would make apparel and export it.
It is another matter that such a formal agreement may not have been
reached between the two countries.
Yet, the deposition reflects poorly on
the policy stance of the government.
It shows how and why Indian exports
14
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continue to be dominated by lowvalue segments, such as cotton fibre
and yarn. Instead, it would do a world
of good for the Indian textile industry
when the government and the industry make concerted efforts to increase
the country’s share of global fabric
and apparel exports.
Another missed opportunity is the
government’s recent measure to ex-

A New Design For
Indian Textile
Raising share of high-value
segments, like fabric and
apparel, in exports, currently
tilted towards low-value
segments like cotton fabric and
yarn
Including cotton textile in PLI
Scheme
Notifying a higher rate of
incentives for cotton apparel
exports under RoDTEP Scheme
Building economies of size and
scale
Making available cheaper credit
and good infrastructure
Need for cluster development of
industries across value chain to
gain on logistics

tend the Production-Linked Incentive
(PLI) Scheme to the textile industry.
Unfortunately, the PLI Scheme, under
which the Centre provides Rs 10,683
crore of incentives over a five-year
period to manufacturers in the manmade fibre and technical textile segments, has left out cotton textile segment from its ambit.
By excluding cotton textile from the
PLI Scheme, the government appears
to have ignored an industry that employs around 5 crore workers and supports over 60 lakh farmers. The government should reconsider this decision by including cotton textile in the
PLI Scheme. Besides, analysts tracking the sector add that there is an urgent need to notify a higher rate of
incentives for cotton apparel under
the upcoming Remission of Duties or
Taxes on Export Products (RoDTEP)
Scheme.
Textile is one of India’s oldest industries, which contributes around 2
per cent to the country’s GDP, employs about 4.5 crore people and contributes around 15 per cent to the
country’s export earnings. The country also has the second-largest, vertically-integrated, textile production
base in the world after China. Yet, despite its many advantages, Indian
productivity, technology and products lag far behind China’s or even
those of countries such as
Bangladesh and Vietnam, which have
built their capabilities fairly recently.
India has a window of opportunity
to upgrade its textile industry and improve its share of global textile exports. The government and the industry should join hands to build economies of size and scale in the textile
industry. Apart from making available
cheaper credit, good infrastructure
and other facilities, there is an urgent
need for cluster development of industries across the value chain to gain
on logistics and enhance productivity. India should act fast and ensure
that textile industry weaves a new,
bright and strong fabric.
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

STOCK MARKET

Primary Gains
With big mop-ups and better returns, IPOs stage a
stellar show in 2020, even as COVID-19 wreaks
havoc all through the year.
IBJ BUREAU

I

nitial public offers (IPOs) in the domestic market were quite a hit in
2020, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The number of IPOs and
their total mop-ups in 2020 might not
have matched those of 2017 and 2018.
However, performance of the public
offers in the year gone by was very
significant, as it defied both economic
slowdown and widespread disruptions caused by COVID-19.
There were 15 IPOs on the main
board of stock exchanges, which collectively raised Rs 26,611 crore in
2020. This works out to a 115 per cent
rise in mop-up from Rs 12,362 crore
raised through 16 IPOs in 2019. The
public issues in 2017 and 2018 were
quite overwhelming, with 36 and 24
main-board IPOs collectively raising
Rs 67,147 crore and Rs 30,959 crore
respectively.
However, contrary to the main
board, activity in the small and medium enterprise (SME) IPO segment
was highly subdued, hitting an all-time
low in the last six years. According to
data, there were only 27 SME IPOs in
2020, which raised a total of Rs 159
crore as against 51 IPOs in the previous year that had raised Rs 624 crore.
Booming market
The boom in the IPO market was also
reflected in the larger primary market
in 2020. Last year saw a record fundraising through the public equity markets at Rs 1.77 lakh crore. The funds
raised in 2020 were 116 per cent higher
than Rs 82,241 crore raised in 2019 and
Rs 62,651 crore mopped up in 2018,
data provided by Prime Database
shows. This also marks the second
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Average listing gains from IPOs at
35.5% beat returns from BSE
Sensex (15.75%) and NSE Nifty
(14.90%) in 2020.

Smart Show
YEAR

NO. OF IPOS

COLLECTION

2017

36

67,147

2018

24

30,959

2019

16

12,362

2020

15

26,611

(Rs crore)

time in the last decade when the fundraising streak in the larger primary
market crossed the Rs 1-lakh-crore
mark, surpassing the previous high
of Rs 1.6 lakh crore in 2017.
“Strong retail participation in IPOs,
huge listing gains and highest-ever
amount raised through qualified institutional placements and infrastructure investment trusts and real estate
investment trusts were the key highlights of this year (2020),” said Prime
Database Group Managing Director
Pranav Haldea. Besides, increased
global liquidity created by an accommodative stance of central banks, low
interest rates and positive outlook on
emerging markets, like India, facili-

tated the large fund-raising in 2020,
adds Mr Haldea.
The largest IPO in 2020 was from
SBI Cards for Rs 10,341 crore, and the
average deal size of the public issues
was Rs 1,774 crore. Of the 15 IPOs
that got listed last year, 12 issues offered a return of over 10 per cent
based on the closing price on listing
date. There were blockbuster returns
too, with Burger King (131 per cent
rise), followed by Happiest Minds
Technologies (123 per cent) and Mrs
Bectors Food Specialities (107 per
cent).
Moreover, the average listing
gains from the top 15 IPOs have been
a rewarding 35.5 per cent, way above
the 22.3 per cent that investors got in
2017. Besides, the average listing
gains from IPOs also beat returns from
benchmark indices BSE Sensex (15.75
per cent) and NSE Nifty (14.90 per
cent) in 2020. While demand from institutional investors was high for public offers like Gland Pharma, demand
for Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders and
Burger King India saw high demand
from retail investors.
The road ahead
Going into 2021, the IPO activity is
likely to be dominated by resilient sectors, like new-age technology,
healthcare and consumer segments.
The public issue market may also get
a push from recovering sectors, such
as hospitality, commercial real estate
and banking, financial services and
insurance, according to a Kotak Investment Banking presentation.
Given the robust IPO market, many
unlisted corporate entities have
started engagements with bankers
with a view to list earlier than previously envisaged, notes the Kotak presentation. There is also possibility of
many companies backed by private
equity investors considering IPOs in
the near term. Besides, the government too is looking to divest stake in
many PSUs, which may also add glitter to the IPO market in 2021.
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Prime Ministers Narendra Modi
& Boris Johnson: Exploring full
potential of bilateral ties

Wooing UK
India hopes to take the Indo-UK bilateral ties to the
next level by inviting British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson for the upcoming Republic Day celebrations.
IBJ BUREAU

B

ritish Prime Minister Boris
Johnson will be the chief
guest at the Republic Day
celebrations in January 2021.
Mr Johnson is the sixth leader from
the UK to grace the occasion on the
Republic Day. Besides, he will also be
the first British prime minister since
John Major in 1993 to preside over
the august function this year. In the
past, members of the British royalty,
such as Prince Philip in 1959 and
Queen Elizabeth II in 1961, among others, have been chief guests at India’s
Republic Day.
This time, however, India may have
a truncated version of the Republic
Day celebrations because of COVID19. It may be on the lines of the scaleddown version of Independence Day
16
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celebrations on August 15 last year.
An invitation to be the Republic Day
chief guest is more than symbolic from
the Indian government’s perspective.
New Delhi has been weaving strategy with hospitality to decide its chief
guest. Every year, the choice is dictated by a number of factors, including strategic, diplomatic, business interests and geo-politics.

Bilateral trade between the two
countries had hit $32 billion by the
end of 2019.

Trade and more
The choice of the UK for this year’s
Republic Day is quite interesting.
Most importantly, India’s ties with the
post-Brexit UK will be tested on multiple fronts, including economic,
people-to-people, political and strategic levels. Both the sides will be
keen to engage with each other. And
New Delhi will want to leverage its
relationship with the European Union
(EU), while dealing with the UK, especially on economic ties.
The British prime minister’s Republic Day visit and the diplomatic engagements surrounding the event are
designed to breathe new life into the
Indo-British bilateral ties. The bilateral trade between the two countries
had hit $32 billion by the end of 2019.
With investments of $26.09 billion
flowing into India between 2000 and
2018, the UK has emerged as the
fourth-largest investor in the country. Interestingly, India invested in
over 120 projects, created 5,429 new
jobs in the UK in 2019 and turned out
to be the second-largest source of
foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
UK after the US. Besides, number of
Indian companies doing business in
Britain had increased from 800 in 2018
to 842 in 2019, with a combined turnover of $64 billion.
The Indo-British relations have
been growing substantially. However,
the bilateral ties still have a long way
to go to reach their full potential. Analysts see the Republic Day event as a
perfect trigger to put the Indo-UK ties
on a fast-growth track.
Meanwhile, India and the UK have
already begun the groundwork for
taking their bilateral relations to the
next level. British Foreign Secretary
Dominic Raab’s four-day visit to India in mid-December last year seemed
designed to prepare the ground for
the big occasion. Mr Raab had extensive talks with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, External Affairs Minister
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, Minister
of Environment, Forests and Climate
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Change Prakash Javadekar and Minister of Education Ramesh Pokhriyal.
Following their talks, Mr Raab and
Mr Jaishankar revealed that both the
countries had progressed considerably in drafting a bold roadmap to
transform the bilateral relations over
the next decade. The ambitious, 10year roadmap, spanning through 2030,
is aimed at further broadening the bilateral ties and also boosting
strategic cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region.
The Indo-British engagement focuses on five key areas – namely, trade
and prosperity, defence and security,
climate change, healthcare and
people-to-people connectivity. “The
British prime minister’s upcoming visit
will pave the way for further strengthening the partnership between the
two countries across trade, defence,
climate, migration and mobility, education and health sectors in the postCOVID, post-Brexit context,” stresses
Mr Jaishankar. In fact, one of the central features of Mr Raab’s recent visit
has been the UK’s stated focus on
the Indo-Pacific region. India too has
been keen to prioritise the region in
alliance with the UK as a counter-balance to China.
Mutual gains
Britain’s place as the world’s fifth-largest economy and London’s role as a
major, global, financial centre play a
vital role in considering the UK as a
viable partner for India. Besides, the
UK’s deep strength on a range of
technologies, including artificial intelligence and biotechnology, rich scientific and educational resources and
enduring diplomatic influence in distant corners of the world, including in
the Indian Ocean, further strengthen
the case of India’s outreach for Britain as its possible, valuable partner.
London too is compelled to take a
fresh look at New Delhi. As Britain
prepares to disconnect from the EU,
ends its infatuation with China and
seeks to recalibrate its foreign and
economic policies, India inevitably
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL
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India has turned out to be the second-largest source of FDI in the UK in
2019 after the US.

“The British prime minister’s
upcoming visit will pave the way for
further strengthening the
partnership between the two
countries across trade, defence,
climate, migration and mobility,
education and health sectors in the
post-COVID, post-Brexit context.”
SUBRAHMANYAM JAISHANKAR
External Affairs Minister

Indo-UK
Bilateral Benefits
Ambitious, 10-year roadmap
being drafted
Focus on trade and prosperity,
defence and security, climate
change, healthcare and peopleto-people connectivity
UK focusing on Indo-Pacific
region and India
India eyeing UK’s deep strength
on a range of technologies and
London’s global financial hub
UK seeing India as a valuable
partner in a post-Brexit world

looms as a natural partner. More immediately, London has begun to show
greater sensitivity to New Delhi’s security concerns and set the stage for
a new beginning.
Mr Johnson’s visit to India for the
Republic Day celebrations is thus expected to impart a new momentum to
bilateral ties that have long struggled
to realise their full potential. While
India’s partnerships with many Western countries, including the US and
France – historically far less connected to India than Britain – have
surged, the ties between New Delhi
and London continue to stagnate.
Despite the intensive engagement
between the peoples of India and
Britain, impressive advances of the Indian diaspora in the British establishment and substantive commercial relations, New Delhi and London
were not able to find that political
trick that would reinvent bilateral
relations.
Perhaps the upcoming Republic
Day is likely to work up that magical
trick. If all goes well, Mr Johnson’s
visit in January could turn out to be
the moment when India and Britain
shed the resentments and attitudes
inherited from the colonial era. India’s
Republic Day event could very well
turn out to be the apt occasion to construct a bilateral partnership based on
equality and mutual benefit.
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CRACKING DOWN
Rising GST frauds get the government to tighten
norms and procedures and launch technological
solutions.

CRACKING DOWN
IBJ BUREAU

A

relentless crackdown is under way to check frauds and
evasion related to Goods and
Services Tax (GST). In early December, the Union government cancelled
GST registrations of over 1,63,000
entities in line with its tough measures
against tax irregularities. The cancellation took effect after these entities
had failed to file monthly GSTR-3B returns for over six months.
The entities that had not filed their
GSTR-3B returns for over six months
were first issued cancellation notices.
It was after no response was received
from these firms that their registrations were cancelled in accordance
with the standard operating procedure, reveals an official of the Union
Finance Ministry. The official, who did
not want to be identified, further adds
that the government has listed out
28,635 taxpayers who have failed to
file GSTR-3B returns for over six
months as of December 1. The cancellation of their registrations is also
18
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Plugging GST
Loopholes
GST registrations of over
1,63,000 entities cancelled for
not filing returns for six months
Registration of 28,635 taxpayers
in the process of being
cancelled
More than 132 persons arrested
in the past two months for
misusing ITC fraudulently
Over 1,430 cases booked
against more than 4,586 entities
for perpetrating ITC frauds
Tough GST registration process,
based on Aadhaar or other
biometric system, unveiled to
weed out fake firms
Data analytics to be used to
identify fraudulent taxpayers
Full rollout of e-invoice system
from April 2021 to eliminate fake
invoices

in the process, he adds.
According to an official report,
there are about 6,00,000 dormant GSTregistered firms among the over
12,00,000 entities that have GST registrations. The government’s stringent action is aimed at tackling fake
firms indulging in circular trading by
generating fake invoices and
misusing the provision of input tax
credit (ITC).
Since mid-November, the government has intensified its nationwide
drive against fake invoice frauds. The
Directorate General of GST Intelligence (DGGI) and Central GST (CGST)
Commissionerates have so far arrested more than 132 persons, including four chartered accountants, for
misusing ITC fraudulently. The authorities have also booked over 1,430
cases against more than 4,586 fake,
GST-registered entities across the
country.
According to official figures, the
CGST authorities have detected tax
evasion of Rs 70,206 crore from July
1, 2017 – when the GST was introduced – to January 2020. Interestingly,
the 15th Finance Commission and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
have separately put the loss through
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Bogus firms, fake invoices and
fraudulent ITC have become the
biggest headaches of the GST
regime.

Authorities have detected tax
evasion of Rs 70,206 crore since
GST was rolled out in July 2017.

evasion and frauds at over
Rs 10,00,000 crore during the past
three years since the progressive, indirect tax was rolled out. With acute
revenue constraints, the GST authorities are leaving no stone unturned to
frustrate fraudulent elements in the
system, recover whopping amount of
the tax lost through frauds and check
further evasion.
Tough norms
Amid the huge revenue losses due to
frauds, the government has recently
notified new norms to plug the loopholes in the GST registration process
and other procedures. The law committee of the GST Council – which
comprises Central and State government officials who advise their ministerial members – had earlier drawn up
a set of recommendations, which can
help in tightening the GST norms. The
GST Council – the highest decisionmaking authority on the tax,
comprising Union and State finance
ministers – had later approved these
recommendations.
Under the new norms, a business
will undergo in-person verification
before it is registered under GST. If
applicants opt for Aadhaar authentication, they will undergo biometricbased Aadhaar authentication at one
of the facilitation centres notified by
the commissioner. At the same time,
for those choosing to register without Aadhaar, the GST administration
will need biometric information and
verification of (Know Your Customer)
KYC documents at designated verification centres. Although the timeline

for granting approval for Aadhaarbased registration will now be seven
days, if an applicant falls under ‘risky’
category, the department will seek
additional physical verification before
granting registration within 30 days.
The new changes also target existing registrants who are suspected of
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How GST
Frauds Happen…

B

ogus, GST-registered firms
generate fake invoices without any actual movement of
goods. These invoices are used by
various companies in the GST supply chain to claim ITC fraudulently.
Many exporters have managed
to defraud the exchequer. Exporters claim ITC on the basis of invoices of non-existing and fictitious firms. The ITC thus availed
is utilised to pay Integrated GST
(IGST) on export of goods, which
happen only on paper. The IGST
paid is yet again claimed as a cash
refund, thereby putting the government exchequer at a double loss.
Tax evaders also claim ITC in
case of transaction of goods that
come under inverted duty structure
– a situation where tax paid on raw
materials is more than tax applicable on final product. Firms get
hold of fake invoices showing high
rate of GST on raw materials and
low rate of GST on finished products. These fake invoices are used
to claim ITC.

foul play. A taxpayer’s registration can
now be cancelled, if ITC is claimed in
violation of law. Further, if the details
of outward supplies in GSTR-1 return
(outward supplies) are in excess to the
outward supplies declared in GSTR3B return for one or more tax periods,
the authorities can initiate cancelation
process. Similarly, if details in GSTR1, GSTR-3B and GSTR-2B are not reconciled then it would lead to cancellation of registration.
Taxpayers who could claim 10 per
cent of ITC for invoices that were not
uploaded by their suppliers can now
claim only 5 per cent of ITC on such
invoices. Additionally, certain businesses will have to discharge at least
1 per cent of their tax liability through
cash due to restriction on using ITC
for the full amount. These taxpayers
are those whose GST turnover is not
commensurate with their income tax
profile or those who supply goods
and services worth more than Rs 50
lakh in a month. All these rules will
come into effect from January 1, 2021.
Besides, the GST Council is considering using data analytics techniques to identify taxpayers who are
suspected to be indulging in fraudulent activities. A coordinated action
is likely to be taken against such elements by suspending their registration. This will be followed by detailed
physical and financial verification by
field officers to check genuineness of
their operations before they are allowed to reuse their registration.
Tech aids
Meanwhile, the government is looking up to technological solutions to
battle the menace of GST frauds and
evasion. Electronic invoices (e-invoices) are being seen as an effective
tool not just to check tax evasion but
also reduce compliance burden and
make it easier for businesses to operate. Currently, GST-registered entities
end up filing 24 GST returns every
year – GSTR-1 and GSTR-3B have to
be filed every month. The GSTR-1 is a
return indicating sales or outward
JANUARY 2021
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Hitting Rs 1,00,000-Cr Mark Again

G

ross revenues from the GST
crossed the Rs 1,00,000-crore
mark for the second month in a row,
with Rs 1,04,963 crore collected in
November 2020. The GST collection
in November was 1.4 per cent higher
than that of November 2019 but a
tad lower than the tax collection in
October 2020.
Cumulatively, the GST revenues
from the first eight months (AprilNovember) of 2020-21 add up to
Rs 6,64,709 crore. This mop-up reflects a 17.4 per cent dip from
Rs 8,05,164 crore collected in the
same period of 2019-20, thanks to
economic slowdown following the
outbreak of COVID-19.
In fact, November’s GST collections, boosted by festive spending,
were just Rs 192 crore lower than
those of October, which had recorded the highest revenue from
indirect taxes since February 2020.
supplies made during a month. The
GSTR-3B is a summary return indicating supplies made, ITC utilised and
tax payment made for a month.
In an e-invoice system, e-invoices
generated by sellers are reported on
the government’s Invoice Registration Portal (IRP). The IRP will return
signed e-invoices with a unique Invoice Reference Number (IRN). The
e-invoices with a valid IRN can then
be sent to buyers. The e-invoice system thus enables businesses to maintain a record of all their invoices in
the electronic form. This eliminates
the need to file monthly returns, as
the e-invoices will be auto-populated
in the taxpayers’ respective accounts.
The e-invoicing system is being
implemented in a phased manner, with
e-invoices mandatory for companies
with turnover of Rs 500 crore or more
since October 2020. From January 1,
2021, e-invoices will become compulsory for companies with turnover of
20
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GST revenues had collapsed to just
Rs 32,172 crore in April 2020 as economic activity was crippled following the national lockdown.
The pick-up in GST revenues
over the last two months could reduce the shortfall in GST compensation dues to States. But economists have urged caution till a few
more months to assess if the
economy is truly out of the woods
after the festive demand factor has
played out.

“The e-invoice system will lead
to a massive reduction in
compliance, and at the same
time, it will be good for the
industry, good for the
taxpayers and very difficult for
the fraudsters.”
AJAY BHUSHAN PANDEY
Union Finance Secretary

more than Rs 100 crore, and from April
1, 2021, they will be mandatory for all
companies. The government believes
that e-invoices will eliminate fake invoices that are used to claim ITC
fraudulently.
“Once you have an e-invoice, it
should ultimately do away with your
e-way bills and also eventually with
GST returns. From the e-invoice itself,
returns can be generated. Then, at the
end of the month, the taxpayer has to
simply validate his return and make
the payment of taxes,” notes Union
Finance Secretary Ajay Bhushan
Pandey. He further adds: “The e-invoice system will lead to a massive
reduction in compliance, and at the
same time, it will be good for the industry, good for the taxpayers and
very difficult for the fraudsters.”
The government has recently
launched another taxpayer-friendly
scheme – the Quarterly Return Filing
And Monthly Payment of Taxes
(QRMP) Scheme – for small taxpayers under the GST system. Accordingly, taxpayers with aggregate annual turnover of up to Rs 5 crore in
the preceding financial year are eligible for this scheme. Under the
QRMP scheme, the small taxpayers
are allowed to furnish GST returns
(GSTR-1 and GSTR-3B) on a quarterly
basis along with monthly payment of
tax with effect from January 1, 2021.
The GST is a progressive tax system that has unfortunately been embroiled in glitches and complications
since its rollout in July 2017. Technology has sadly failed to support the
indirect tax system, leading to severe
hardship among taxpayers. Besides,
fraudsters have used loopholes in the
system to cheat the exchequer. With
tax evasion growing at an alarming
proportion, the government has
stepped up technology to combat tax
frauds. The recently-launched e-invoice system and the stringent registration norms may perhaps finally end
up turning GST into a truly progressive tax.
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BUDGET
WISHLIST
The upcoming Union Budget can helm economic revival by stimulating
demand, creating jobs and facilitating investments.
IBJ RESEARCH BUREAU

A

ll eyes now seem fixed
on Union Finance Minister
Nirmala
Sitharaman and her up
coming Union Budget
2021-22, slated for February 1. A series of stimulus packages of the
Narendra Modi government to combat economic downturn, precipitated
by COVID-19, have done little to revive the economy. So, hopes are naturally running high on the upcoming
Budget to steer an economic recovery.

Ms Sitharaman will be presenting
her third Budget in perhaps the
toughest of times. It is true that the
finance minister’s earlier two Budgets
for 2019-20 and 2020-21 were also unveiled amid many challenges of an
economic downswing. However, the
situation has worsened now, and the
Indian economy is already in recession with growth contracting in the
first two quarters of 2020-21. The
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contracted sharply by 23.9 per cent in the
June 2020 quarter and plunged again
by a lower 7.5 per cent in the Septem-

Ms Sitharaman will be presenting her third
Budget in perhaps the toughest of times.

”I have to be conscious that if I don’t spend now, the stimulus
then is meaningless; if I don’t spend now, the revival is going to
get deferred, and we can’t afford that.”
NIRMALA SITHARAMAN, Union Finance Minister
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ber 2020 quarter. Moreover, the situation has aggravated further with the
viral epidemic injecting a high dose
of uncertainty about everything.
There was a brief period of optimism during September and October,
when some sectors of the economy
bounced back into the positive territory. But they could not sustain the
growth momentum in ensuing
months. In fact, the short-lived rebound only appeared to be a result of
pent-up and festive demand.
Meanwhile, barring a few segments, there is deep distress across
various sectors of the economy. In
these troubled times, the upcoming
Union Budget provides a huge opportunity to infuse life back into the
economy. Ms Sitharaman too has
emphasised on sustaining high public expenditure to get the economy up
and running again. “I have to be conscious that if I don’t spend now, the
stimulus then is meaningless; if I
don’t spend now, the revival is going
to get deferred, and we can’t afford
that,” stresses Ms Sitharaman. In fact,
the upcoming Budget can helm economic revival by focusing on measures that will stimulate demand, create jobs and facilitate investments.
Inducing demand
The Indian economy has been in a
downward spiral for over two years
now. A peculiar nature of this slowdown has been a prolonged, subdued
demand, precipitated by some of the
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

government’s policies, such as
demonetisation and hasty rollout of
the Goods and Services Tax (GST).
These policies have crushed the informal sector – which accounts for a
little over half of the country’s GDP –
and have had a severe impact on demand. The viral epidemic-triggered
lockdown dealt a deadly blow to this
tottering demand, pushing the
economy into recession.
Hence, the first task of the Union
Budget would be to revive this demand. The Modi government has
rightly zeroed in on a massive public
spending on infrastructure to boost
demand across the board. When the
infrastructure sector moves, it pulls
along more than 200 other sectors. It
is also a key driver of unskilled employment generation. No wonder,
days before the Union Budget 202021, the finance minister had unveiled
the ambitious National Infrastructure
Pipeline (NIP) worth Rs 111 lakh crore
to be completed by 2024-25.
But with a year drawing to a close
since the launch of NIP, very little has
been achieved, partly due to the prolonged lockdown. Only around 1,739
of the total 7,357 projects of NIP –
accounting for about a mere 24 per
cent – are under development. Funding is a major hurdle before the NIP
or, for that matter, other infrastructure
projects. The private sector has
mostly bowed out of large capex
programmes. The government had
been the big spender on infrastructure a few years ago. However, data
on project tenders shows that on a
trailing, 12-month basis, government
spending on infrastructure has fallen
by 40 per cent.
In
her
Union
Budget,
Ms Sitharaman will therefore have to
facilitate accelerated pace of infrastructure investments. Even as the
NIP is a five-year plan, the Budget
should look at front-ending the
projects under NIP and try and complete around 50 per cent of the
projects in the next two years. This
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Pushing Up Demand To Revive Growth

The Indian economy, which has been in a downward spiral for
over two years now, is badly hammered by COVID-19 and
needs booster dose.
FOCUS ON INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR TO BOOST MORE THAN
200 ALLIED SECTORS
FRONT-ENDING PROJECTS UNDER NIP AND COMPLETING 50% OF
PROJECTS IN TWO YEARS
MORE OUTLAY, GREATER TAX BREAKS AND OTHER INCENTIVES
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
CLEANING UP NPAs OF BANKS AND SOLVING LIQUIDITY CRISIS OF
NBFCS
SETTING UP A DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTION TO FUND
LONG-TERM PROJECTS
RAISING STANDARD DEDUCTION LIMIT, MEDICAL INSURANCE
BENEFITS, TAX EXEMPTIONS AND REBATES IN SECTION 80C LIMIT
OF INCOME TAX ACT
STANDARD DEDUCTION TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO TAXPAYERS
OPTING FOR TAXATION UNDER NEW REGIME WITHOUT
EXEMPTIONS
HIGHER ALLOCATION FOR BOOSTING JOBS, SKILL DEVELOPMENT,
HOUSING AND OTHER NEEDS OF INFORMAL SECTOR
EXTENDING INTEREST SUBVENTION SCHEME FOR AFFORDABLE
HOUSING TO MID-SEGMENT HOUSES TO BOOST DEMAND IN REAL
ESTATE
MORE INCENTIVES FOR PRADHAN MANTRI AWAS YOJANA IN
BOTH URBAN AND RURAL AREAS.
EASING REGULATORY AND STATUTORY NORMS FOR A BRIEF
PERIOD IN SOME LARGE, EMPLOYMENT-CREATING SECTORS
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND TAX BREAKS FOR SERVICES SECTORS
BATTERED BY COVID-19
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There is need to strengthen the social sectors, particularly education and
healthcare. Unlocking private sector capital in these sectors should be a
priority of the Budget.

will help stimulate demand across sectors and push job creation.
No project funding would be successful without reforming the
country’s financial sector. There is an
urgent need to clean up the non-performing assets (NPAs) of banks and
solve the liquidity crisis of non-banking financial companies (NBFCs).
More importantly, the need for a development finance institution (DFI)
has never been felt so strongly than
today, with banks failing to fund longterm projects.
Meanwhile, 2020 has been a watershed year, especially for the salaried classes, which have been hit by
pay cuts and job losses. Most products and services can become cheaper
with tax cuts. But with GST, this is
outside the realm of the Union Budget. The GST Council should try to
slash taxes of consumer products,
make them affordable and thus push
consumer demand.
The Budget, in the meantime, can
make the life for the salaried classes
easier. It can increase the Standard
Deduction limit and medical insurance benefits and raise tax exemptions
and rebates in the Section 80C limit of
the Income Tax Act. Tax consultants
opine that the benefit of Standard
Deduction should also be available
to taxpayers opting for taxation under the new regime, which has lower
tax rates without any exemptions.
These tax incentives will leave more
24
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money in the hands of people, get
them to spend more, increase demand
and facilitate economic growth.
Generating jobs
Job creation can clearly work wonders, as it will boost demand in the
economy and stimulate economic
growth. A multi-pronged approach –
involving revival of employment-generating sectors, boosting exports,
bringing growth back into the farm
sector, easing rural distress, reviving
the informal sector and facilitating
private investments – will go a long
way in increasing employment.
The upcoming Union Budget
should look at ways of infusing
growth of job-generating sectors,

“We need to allow exporters to
deduct against their taxable
income twice the qualifying
expenses incurred for approved
overseas activities, including
market preparation and market
presence.”
SHARAD KUMAR SARAF
President, FIEO

which can act as growth multipliers
for the economy. Interest subvention
scheme introduced in the previous
Budget for affordable housing can be
extended to mid-segment houses too
to boost demand in the real estate
sector. Besides, the scheme can be
extended for a longer tenure instead
of giving it an annual extension, and
more incentives can be provided for
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana in both
urban and rural areas. Moreover, measures to facilitate funding for the sector via debt, equity and other innovative means can bring growth back and
lead to large-scale employment in the
sector.
More outlay, greater tax breaks and
other incentives for NIP and other
projects, including road, railway, port,
airport and other infrastructure
projects, will have a positive spin-off
on a number of sectors, such as steel
and cement. Besides, a big push to
the construction and infrastructure
sector will facilitate more job opportunities for unskilled workers.
The Budget can look at easing certain regulatory and statutory norms
for a brief period in some of the large,
employment-creating sectors, like automobile, textile, MSME and other
manufacturing industries, to facilitate
their quick revival from the downturn.
Besides, hospitality, travel and tourism, transportation and civil aviation
are among the services sectors that
have been badly battered by COVID19. Along with regulatory relaxations,
these sectors need financial support
and tax breaks. Moreover, reduced
cost of doing business and norms facilitating ease of doing business can
help all the sectors – including
manufacturing and services – return
to normal operation and result in robust hiring.
Exports have borne the brunt of
lockdown across the world. The
country’s export-oriented sectors, like
pharmaceutical, gem and jewellery,
industrial and engineering goods, textile and handicraft, among others, are
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

also big job-creating sectors. Besides,
they earn precious foreign exchange
and contribute immensely to the
country’s economic growth.
Exporters have been pitching for
credit cost to be pegged at 2.2 per cent
above the Repo Rate of 4 per cent.
Besides, they want greater coverage
for exporters by Export Credit Guarantee Corporation (ECGC) under the
NIRVIK (Niryat Rin Vikas Yojana)
Scheme, aimed at providing enhanced
insurance cover at reduced premium
for small exporters. “We need to bring
double tax deduction scheme for
internationalisations to allow exporters to deduct against their taxable income twice the qualifying expenses
incurred for approved overseas activities, including market preparation,
market exploration, market promotion
and market presence,” opines Federation of the Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO) President
Sharad Kumar Saraf. The FIEO has
also called for easier and timely GST
refunds, tax deduction on production
development in sync with that for research and development (R&D) and
restoration of tax deduction on R&D
spending to 200 per cent from the reduced 100 per cent.
Private investments, in the meanwhile, have dropped to a trickle, and
the finance minister will have to try
all the measures at her disposal to get
the private sector to loosen its purse
strings again. The Budget should ensure stability of long-term interest
rates, given the concerns of rising inflation. Besides, ensuring a stable tax
regime, ensuring sanctity of contracts
and cutting red-tape and bureaucracy,
among others, should top the finance
minister’s agenda in her attempt to get
private investments back into
projects.
The Union Budget – coming as it
does amid raging farmers’ protest
against the new farm laws – will have
to tread a cautious path to win back
the confidence of agriculturists. A
farmers’ group, which met the finance
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Slowdown Blues

CONTRACTION OF GDP BY A SHARP 23.9% IN JUNE 2020
QUARTER AND BY A LOWER 7.5% IN SEPTEMBER 2020 QUARTER
PLUNGE IN OUTPUT OF EIGHT CORE INFRASTRUCTURE SECTORS
BY 13% BETWEEN APRIL AND OCTOBER 2020
20.61% FALL IN IIP BETWEEN APRIL AND SEPTEMBER 2020
2.28 CRORE OF AROUND 6.5 CRORE MSME UNITS AND 4.81
CRORE OF ABOUT 13 CRORE SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS
SHUTTING BUSINESSES
NEW PROJECT INVESTMENTS AT 16-YEAR LOW OF RS 69,000
CRORE IN JUNE 2020 QUARTER AND AT RS 59,000 CRORE IN
SEPTEMBER 2020 QUARTER, PLUNGING BY 82% YEAR ON YEAR
49 LAKH PEOPLE OUT OF LABOUR MARKET IN A YEAR IN ABSENCE
OF MEANINGFUL AND GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT
WPI AND CPI INFLATION RISING IN SPITE OF SLIDING DEMAND

minister recently for pre-Budget discussions, has pushed for greater and
easier access to credit, especially for
small farmers. The farmers have also
pushed for incentives for balanced
use of fertilisers by increasing price

A vicious cycle of joblessness,
falling investments and wage cuts
has badly battered demand.

of urea and lowering rates of phosphatic and potassic (P&K) nutrients,
transport subsidy for fruits and vegetables and reduction in taxes on diesel. Ms Sitharaman should ensure that
a decent allocation is made towards
scaling up irrigation facilities and
other farm-gate infrastructure.
Moreover, the Budget should also
address the issue of rampant rural distress by facilitating agro-based industries, enhancing rural finance and
boosting rural jobs. There is need to
strengthen the social sectors, particularly education and healthcare. Unlocking private sector capital in these
sectors should be a priority of the
Budget.
Meanwhile, a downturn in the
economy has been a downturn in the
JANUARY 2021
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Raising Resources
UTILISING A SMALL PART OF
FOREX RESERVES FOR SETTING
UP A FUND TO FINANCE
PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIAL
EXPANSION PLANS
SETTING UP DEVELOPMENT
FINANCE INSTITUTION BY USING
A PART OF FOREX RESERVES
SETTING UP MORE BANKS AND
CONVERTING WELL-GOVERNED
NBFCS INTO BANKS FOR
SUPPORTING ECONOMIC
GROWTH
FLOATING, RUPEEDENOMINATED, LOW-INTERESTRATE BUILD INDIA BONDS TO
RAISE GLOBAL CAPITAL FOR
FUNDING GROWTH
ISSUING LONG-TERM, PANDEMIC
BONDS IN DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS TO
FINANCE PROJECTS
MAKING SOVEREIGN GOLD BOND
SCHEME ON TAP FOR
MOBILISING HOUSEHOLD
SAVINGS FOR FUNDING
ECONOMIC GROWTH
PLEDGING SHARES OF PSUS
OWNED BY GoI WITH RBI TO RAISE
RESOURCES AT LOW RATES
ACCELERATING DISINVESTMENT
PROGRAMME AND MONETISING
NON-CORE ASSETS OF GOVT.
AGENCIES AND CORPORATIONS

informal sector, which accounts for
about half of the country’s GDP and
around 90 per cent of its workforce. It
is of paramount importance that the
informal sector and employment in the
sector top the agenda of
Ms Sitharaman’s Budget. A major task
has begun with the government starting the process of compiling data on
the informal sector, including that of
migrant workers. A major problem with
the Modi government’s policies has
been an attempt to formalise the informal economy at a very rapid pace.
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This has badly crushed the informal
sector.
So, the Budget must look at providing succour to the informal sector
by drawing up programmes and increasing allocation to support such
programmes, revolving around jobs,
education, skill development,
healthcare and housing, among others. The need of the hour is some financial support too in the form of direct cash transfer to the vulnerable
sections of the informal sector.
Besides, a scheme similar to the

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA)
for the urban poor – including sanitation work, plantation of trees, maintaining public places and so on – can
do a world of good to address distress in urban areas. In fact, the
MGNREGA scheme has singlehandedly taken care of much of the
livelihood issues in rural parts of the
country.
Funding growth
Incidentally, Ms Sitharaman’s past
two Budgets were presented even as
economic growth was sliding. After
growing at 7.2 per cent in FY18, the
GDP recorded slower growth of 6.8
per cent in FY19. Economic growth
slipped below the sub-5 per cent level
to a decade low of 4.2 per cent in FY20.
Most analysts and research reports
estimate the GDP to contract by over
8 per cent in FY21 as fallout of
COVID-19.
A fundamental problem with
Ms Sitharaman’s past two Budgets
was that they addressed supply-side
issues, such as infrastructure and
housing, which is good. But the economic downturn was more to do with
sliding demand. Moreover, the viral
pandemic has led to a severe demand
shock, and the finance minister will
have to spur this demand to get
growth back.
Sadly, the stimulus packages –
largely centred on debt – unveiled by
the government so far hardly make up
a little over 1 per cent of its public
spending. It is high time that the government came out of its overly-fiscalprudent mindset and spent more to
revive the economy.
The fiscal deficit – difference between the government’s total expenditure and total revenue – for FY21 is
expected to be in the range of 7.5 to 8
per cent of the GDP. It was targeted at
3.5 per cent of the GDP in the Union
Budget 2019-20. The fiscal deficit has
understandably shot up with COVID19 expenses related to stimulus packages and other measures. With tax and
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

non-tax revenues falling short and
expenditure on vaccine and other issues set to mount, it will be impossible to go by the old targets of fiscal
deficit.
However, there is no room for despair. Many economists opine that the
government need not unduly worry
about the fiscal trajectory for FY22
and instead continue to spur official
spending. Moreover, the government
too finds itself unencumbered by
strict fiscal considerations. The 15th
Finance Commission is learnt to have
recommended an easing of fiscal deficit target up to 2025-26 in light of the
extraordinary situation.
So, without being overly concerned with fiscal deficit, the government should go ahead with funding
economic recovery. The government,
of course, will be confronted with
shortage of funds. Several economists and analysts have listed out
various avenues by which the government can raise resources. “The next
Budget is an opportunity to provide
catalysts to boost the economy. We
should look at out-of-the-box measures to accelerate growth and stimulate demand,” notes FICCI President
Uday Shankar.
The economists and analysts have
urged the government to utilise a
small part of foreign exchange (forex)
reserves for setting up a fund. This
fund can be lent to Indian industry at
a lower rate in rupees for new projects
as well as expansion plans. They have
also asked the government to use a
part of the country’s forex reserves
for setting up a DFI for financing
long-term infrastructure projects.
More banks can be set up and some,
well-governed NBFCs can be converted into banks for supporting industrial and economic growth. Besides, Build India Bonds, denominated in rupees at very low interest
rates, can be floated to raise global
capital for a long tenure, ranging between 20 and 50 years to finance economic and social infrastructure
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

The Union Budget – coming as it does amid raging farmers’ protest
against the new farm laws – will have to tread a cautious path to win back
the confidence of agriculturists.

“The government has an
unenviable task of ensuring a fine
balance between supporting
economic recovery and growth
on the one hand and ensuring
macroeconomic stability on the
other.”
UDAY KOTAK , President, CII

“The next Budget is an
opportunity to provide catalysts
to boost the economy. We
should look at out-of-the-box
measures to accelerate growth
and stimulate demand.”
UDAY SHANKAR
President, FICCI

projects.
Long-term pandemic bonds can be
issued in both domestic and international markets to provide additional
space for the government to borrow.
Besides, making Sovereign Gold Bond
Scheme on tap will help mobilise a significant amount of household savings
into funding economic growth.
The economists and analysts have
called on the government to pledge
shares of public sector undertakings
(PSUs) owned by it with the RBI and
raise resources at low rates. Moreover, the government should accelerate its disinvestment programme – the
government has so far mopped up
only Rs 10,500 crore of its FY21 target

of Rs 2,10,000 crore – and monetise
non-core assets of its various agencies and corporations.
The viral pandemic has upended
the Indian economy, and the pain is
set to further intensify with each passing day. Beyond data and statistics,
the informal sector is perhaps going
through its worst phase, with many
small shops and businesses shut and
several more jobs lost. From sub-7 per
cent and sub-5 per cent growth, the
economy is in recession. And the
stimulus packages are not yielding the
desired results. It is time that
Ms Sitharaman’s upcoming Budget
got its math right and paved the way
for economic revival.
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MANAGEMENT MANTRA

“Deliver Experience
& Not Product”
RAJESH KHOSLA, President & CEO, AGI Glaspac

R

"Do not be afraid to
take a calculated
risk. It is a part of a
person’s
development. If it
works out, it is
great, but if it does
not, you will learn
what specific
mistake you can
avoid in achieving
your mission."
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ajesh Khosla is extremely passionate about his work. The president
and CEO of AGI Glaspac, a part of
the Packaging Products Division (PPD) of
Hindustan Sanitaryware and Industries
(HSIL) – the makers of the iconic Hindware
brand – has been driven by passion
throughout his career. And it is this passion that has enabled both Mr Khosla and
his company to soar high.
Mr Khosla brings to the table his rich
experience for business development that
reflects in his stellar work ethic. Focusing
on practical implementation, his end-toend approach towards business growth
has entailed employees’ development, financial analysis and debottlenecking of
operations quite efficiently. Mr Khosla’s
ability to create convergence between innovation and creativity has helped HSIL’s
PPD business to scale newer heights.
Mr Khosla’s ability to induce relevant
micro-cultures within departments and
align their operations accordingly has
catalysed overall business efficiency for
the container glass business of HSIL. He
also has rich experience of joint ventures,
Anti-Dumping Duty norms and market
development, among others.
In an engaging conversation with
Sharmila Chand, Mr Khosla talks
about his management principles and
practices that have helped his career scale
new heights.
Your five management mantras
Nothing is permanent.
Temporary problem, temporary
solution; permanent problem, permanent
solution
Simple and transparent internal
environment and complex external
environment
Cultivate learning culture.

Deliver the experience not the
product
Any game that helps your career
I love playing Chess and 2048, as they
help improve planning skills and train the
mind to stay focused.
What is the secret of your success?
My secret for success is three Ds – dedication, discipline and detailing.
What is your philosophy of work?
My philosophy when it comes to work has
been to strive to do the best each day,
never procrastinate and always approach
any challenge with an open mind. This
mentality has certainly helped me work
my way through many challenges over
the years.
Any person you admire who has
inspired you
Mother Teresa – she is a great role model
due to her achievements around impacting and improving the lives of people in
need during her entire lifetime. Mother
Teresa is a deserving hero because of her
selfless acts, dedication and compassion
towards the society. I believe that she
spent her life full of love, support and respect around her.
What is your favourite book, and
why is it so?
It certainly has to be Rich Dad Poor Dad,
as its talks about the dynamics of money.
Is there any interesting episode
that you wish to share about foodrelated interest?
Hyderabadi Biryani is famous worldwide,
and I have gained a good hand over cooking it during the lockdown period.
Do you have any fitness regime?
How do you keep yourself fit?
I take up early morning jog or brisk walk
for 60 minutes. I often practise Yoga and
skip the running bit those days.
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Your mantras for success in
business
My business mantras for success are:
Macro and micro: You still walk back
for a large-scale view in a macro-view. You
do not know how things are achieved, so
instead you try to find out how your business operates in key fields that impact
success or failure. For instance, a macroviewpoint may inform you that you have
decreased your profit margin over the past
six months, but then a micro-view will tell
you why this happened when you look
closely at your sales and marketing operations. Improve productivity, and improve the efficiency of the team and daily
contact with the team.
In comparison, the tiny details that provide the answers to the big picture will
still concentrate on a micro-view. In a micro-perspective, specifics are important,
and this perspective is characterised by
the ability to quantify output using
metrics. A macro-perspective will tell you
where your business is, and a micro-perspective will tell you why this is your business. You must strive to use both the viewpoints to achieve genuine success.
Plan v/s actual: To put it simply, plan
versus actual is just the active review and
adjustment of financial forecasts or sales
target based on your real-world results.
During this process, you will also be reviewing your actions during that period
to better contextualise your results.
Strategic brainstorming: We always
try to design and obtain the maximum number of ideas relating to a specific area of
interest. This is an old school, but an important technique, to generate new ideas
and solutions constantly to keep an
organisation ahead in the market.
One company, one mission: It is no
longer the case where big eats small. Now,
is the time when the fast eat the ones who
are slow. As a unified company with a common mission, we will make multi-channel supporter engagement a reality, that too rapidly.
Decision-making: It is very important
to make the right decision at the right time
for achieving goals and objectives of an
organisation.
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“It is no longer the case where big eats small. Now,
is the time when the fast eat the ones who are slow.
As a unified company with a common mission, we
will make multi-channel supporter engagement a
reality, that too rapidly.”
What message you would like to
convey to youngsters?
I believe that one must follow a burning
idea or inspiration that you are passionate about, and that is the secret. Also, there
are no shortcuts to hard work. Even
smartness at the perfect level is achieved
with experiences, and experience
comes from working on something
passionately.
It probably has been the secret of my
career because I was passionate about
what I did. One does not need to be reckless, but one needs to take risks as well.
Do not be afraid to take a calculated risk.
It is a part of a person’s development. If it
works out, it is great, but if it does not,
you will learn what specific mistake you
can avoid in achieving your mission. At
times, it is important to know what you
don’t want to do than what you want to
do. I would like the youngsters and budding entrepreneurs to concentrate on innovation and harness all the resources
available to help them and focus on the
target and even beyond.
Write to us at chand.sharmila@gmail.com
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GLOBAL WRAP-UP

Trump signs
COVID aid law
US President Donald Trump
has signed into law a massive
$2.3-trillion spending Bill
that includes a $900-billion
Coronavirus relief package.
This law averts a government
shutdown and extends
Coronavirus aid to millions
suffering from the economic
impact of the pandemic.
Trump had initially refused
to approve the legislation for
days after receiving it. He
had been under growing
pressure from both sides of
the Congress to sign the Bill.
The Coronavirus relief
package includes direct
payments to qualifying
Americans, worth up to $600
per adult and child; a boost in
weekly unemployment
benefits; and funds for small
business aid and vaccine
distribution.
Pierre Cardin
passes away
Iconic French designer Pierre
Cardin, who was hailed for
his avant-garde styles in the
1960s and 70s, has died at
the age of 98, according to
the French Academy of Fine
Arts. Mr Cardin was known
for savvy business moves
and his space-age designs in
his career spanning over 60
years. Born on July 7, 1922
in Venice, Italy, he was a
notable designer of women’s
clothes and also a pioneer in
the design of high fashion for
men. Mr Cardin later became
famous for licensing his name
for use on a variety of
products, such as sunglasses.
The practice of licensing
subsequently became
common for fashion designers.
Sanjiv Kataria
new Bata chief
Sandeep Kataria has been
named the chief executive
officer of Bata Shoe Organization. Mr Kataria is the first
Indian to be appointed as the
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S&P Global to buy IHS Markit
S&P Global has
agreed to buy
analytics group
IHS Markit in a
$44-billion deal
that will create a
data and information powerhouse
able to compete with Bloomberg, the market leader. The
largest deal of 2020 will give S&P Global, best known for
its rating agency, a data provider that supplies financial
information to 50,000 customers across businesses and governments. It is the US group’s most substantial effort to
create a financial information juggernaut and the latest in a
string of deals in the sector, with consolidation driven by
the need to offer services ranging from data provision to trading.

Salesforce to snap up Slack
Business software pioneer
Salesforce.com is
buying workchatting service
Slack for $27.7
billion. The deal is
aimed at giving
the two companies a better shot at competing against longtime industry powerhouse Microsoft. The acquisition is
by far the largest in the 21-year history of Salesforce. The
San Francisco-based company was one of the first to begin
selling software as a subscription service that could be used
on any internet-connected device instead of the more cumbersome process of installing the programmes on individual
computers. Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff has hailed the
cloud computing concept as the wave of the future.

3M to slash 2,900 jobs
3M Co has said
that it will undertake a restructuring that will impact about 2,900
jobs globally. The
company expects
to record a pretax charge of $250 million to $300 million as a result of the
restructuring, it has added. “The COVID-19 pandemic has
advanced the pace of change and disrupted end markets
around the world, increasing the need for companies to adapt
faster,” 3M Chief Executive Mike Roman has said. The
actions underscore an intensified effort by Mr Roman to
revamp the diversified manufacturer, as COVID-19 pandemic has slammed some of the company’s key markets,
weighing on its stock.

head of the global footwear
manufacturer and retailer. He
takes charge following Alexis
Nasard, who had served as
the company’s CEO for
almost five years. Founded in
1984, Bata sells more than
180 million pairs of shoes
every year at 5,800 stores.
The company has 35,000
workers operating in 70
countries and also runs local
production facilities in 22 of
its own manufacturing units
across five continents. In India,
Bata sells nearly 50 million
pairs of shoes every year.
Global debt to
hit $200 trillion
Global debt is set to reach
$200 trillion, or 265 per cent
of the world’s annual
economic output, by the end
of the year, S&P Global has
forecast. However, the rating
agency does not expect a
crisis any time soon. S&P
has added that the debt
amounts to a 14-point rise as
a percentage of the world’s
GDP, having been amplified
by both the economic plunge
caused by COVID-19 and the
extra borrowing that
governments, companies and
households have had to
resort to. “Global debt-toGDP has been trending up
for many years; the pandemic simply exacerbated the
rise,” S&P’s report has added.
EU’s norms for
internet firms
Internet companies, such as
Google and Amazon, should
be more transparent in
explaining how the search
rankings work on their
platforms, the European
Commission has said in
guidelines released recently.
The EU guidelines are aimed
at helping businesses selling
online by making competition fairer for all-important
product search rankings.
Internet companies will have
to share with businesses the
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information they need to
improve the online profile of
their goods and services sold
via the platforms. “These
guidelines will increase
fairness in the online
platform economy,”
Margrethe Vestager, the
EU’s executive vicepresident in charge of digital
affairs, has said.
Cuba to drop
dual currency
Cuba will unify its monetary
system from January 1,
2021, President Miguel DíazCanel has announced. This
decision closes the door on
more than 25 years with two
national currencies in
circulation. Mr Díaz-Canel
has added in a national radio
and television broadcast that
the country will revert to
using its peso, which has an
official exchange rate of 24
for a US dollar. It will drop
the convertible peso, which
is worth about $1. Government officials for several
years had conceded the
difficulties of having the two
currencies and different
exchange rates, but they
made no move to impose a
reorganisation.
Nod for Mastercard
suit in UK
The UK Supreme Court has
given its green signal for a
$18.5-billion class action
against Mastercard for
allegedly overcharging more
than 46 million people in
Britain over a 15-year period.
The judgment dismisses an
appeal by Mastercard, sets
the scene for Britain’s first
mass consumer claim brought
under a new legal regime and
offers guidance for a string of
other class actions that have
been stalled pending this
ruling. The vast, complex
case – brought after
Mastercard lost a drawn-out
appeal against a 2007
European Commission ruling
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Zurich to buy MetLife’s unit
Zurich Insurance
Group has agreed
to buy MetLife’s
US property and
casualty business
in a $3.94-billion
cash transaction,
extending its
reach in the world’s largest economy. Zurich’s subsidiary
Farmers Group and Farmers Exchanges, which the insurer
manages, will fund the purchase jointly, the Swiss company has said in a statement. Zurich will gain a nationwide
presence in the US and access to MetLife’s distribution
channels to 3,800 companies for 10 years, the company has
said. That may help boost revenue at the unit, where gross
written premiums declined by 3 per cent to $15.3 billion in
the third quarter of 2020.

Huntington, TCF in $6-bn deal
Huntington
Bancshares will
acquire TCF Financial Corp in an
all-stock deal valued at almost $6
billion, one of the
largest regional
bank tie-ups this year. The merger will boost Columbus,
Ohio-based Huntington’s assets to about $168 billion, nudging it closer to in-State competitors Fifth Third Bancorp
and KeyCorp. Huntington, with $120 billion in assets, operates a network with 839 branches across seven Midwest
States. TCF Financial, based in Detroit, is worth $48 billion in assets. It has a 475-branch network in States, including Michigan, Illinois and Minnesota. Deals among financial services companies are increasing as US regional lenders bulk up to compete with bigger peers.

Thoma Bravo to acquire RealPage
Private equity
firm Thoma Bravo
has agreed to buy
out RealPage, a
real estate software-maker, for
$9.6
billion.
Thoma Bravo is
offering investors $88.75 in cash for each share of RealPage,
the companies have said in a statement. The transaction
values RealPage at $10.2 billion, including debt. RealPage’s
executive team in Richardson, Texas, including Chief Executive Officer Steve Winn, are expected to continue leading the company after the deal closes. The acquisition would
be the biggest to date for Thoma Bravo, which manages
more than $73 billion.

that its fees were anticompetitive – could entitle
adults in Britain to $400 each
if it is successful.
Coca-Cola laying
off 2,200 workers
The Coca-Cola Company has
said that it is laying off 2,200
workers, or 17 per cent of its
global workforce, as a part of
a larger restructuring aimed at
paring down its business
units and brands. The
Atlanta-based company has
added that around half of the
layoffs will occur in the US,
where Coke employs around
10,400 people. Coke
employed 86,200 people
worldwide at the end of
2019. The Coronavirus
pandemic has hammered
Coke’s business, as sales at
places, like stadiums and
movie theatres, have dried up
due to lockdowns. The
company’s revenue fell by 9
per cent to $8.7 billion in the
July-September 2020
quarter.
UK, EU reach
post-Brexit deal
The UK and the European
Union (EU) struck a hardfought trade agreement late
last December. The deal,
which must be ratified by the
British and European
Parliaments, came together in
Brussels after 11 months of
grinding negotiations,
culminating in a last-minute
haggle over fishing rights that
stretched into Christmas Eve,
just a week before the yearend deadline. The agreement
ensures that most goods
traded between the EU and
UK will not face new tariffs
or quotas. However, the deal
will not prevent some
disruption to trade across the
English Channel, since
British exports will still be
subjected to some border
checks, leading to higher
costs and delays.
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READERS' LOUNGE

Decoding Strong Economies
Ruchir Sharma’s new book provides pioneering insights into political, economic and
social habits of successful nations.

T

his book offers a pithy guide to real-world economics. A wake-up call to economists who failed to foresee every recent crisis, including the cataclysm of
2008, author Ruchir Sharma’s new book is a slim primer full
of pioneering insights on the political, economic and
social habits of successful
THE 10 RULES OF
SUCCESSFUL NATIONS nations.
Distilled from Mr Sharma’s
quarter century of travelling
the world as a writer and investor, his rules challenge conventional textbook thinking on
what matters – and what
doesn’t – for a strong
economy. In this book, which
Author
is a shortened and updated
RUCHIR SHARMA
version of his 2016 book, The
Publisher
W W NORTON & COMPANY Rise And Fall Of Nations,
Pages: 256
Mr Sharma shows why successful nations embrace roPrice: Rs 2,071
bots and immigrants, prefer
About the author
Ruchir Sharma, who has penned the international bestseller
Breakout Nations, is a contributing, op-ed writer at The
New York Times. He is chief global strategist at Morgan
Stanley Investment Management, based in New York.

democratic leaders to autocrats, elect charismatic reformers over technocrats and pay no mind to the debate about
big versus small government.
The author explains why rising stock prices matter as
much or more than food prices, which measure of debt is
the best predictor of economic crises, and why no one
number can accurately capture the value of a currency. He
also demonstrates how a close reading of the Forbes’ billionaire lists can offer the clearest real-time warning of
populist revolts against the wealthy.
Mr Sharma argues uncontroversially that successful
developing countries need to have open economies and
low inflation and should also avoid racking up debt in
boom times. The main building block is having a strong
manufacturing sector that is geared to export markets. With
a magpie’s eye for a telling statistic, Mr Sharma quotes a
study of “150 emerging nations looking back 50
years…that found that the single-most, powerful driver of
economic booms was sustained growth in exports, especially manufactured products”. This was the basis for the
East Asian miracle: Japan rebuilt itself from the ashes of
World War-II thus, and Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore followed.
Updated with brand-new data, this book re-imagines
economics as a practical art, giving general readers as well
as political and business leaders a quick guide to the most
important forces that shape a nation’s future.

On Modern Angst & Anger

A

uthor Pankaj Mishra’s latest book is a wide-ranging,
controversial collection of critical essays on the political mania plaguing the West. In America and in England,
faltering economies at home and failed wars abroad have
generated a political and intellectual hysteria. It is a derangement manifested in a number of ways: nostalgia for
imperialism, xenophobic paranoia and denunciations of
an allegedly-intolerant left. These symptoms can be found
even among the most informed of Anglo-America.
About the author
Pankaj Mishra is the author of From the Ruins of Empire,
Age of Anger and several other books. He is a columnist at
Bloomberg View and writes regularly for various
publications. A fellow of the Royal Society of Literature, he
lives in London.
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In his book, Mr Mishra examines the politics and culture
of this hysteria, challenging
the dominant establishment
discourses of our times. In essays that grapple with the
meaning and content of
Anglo-American liberalism
and its relations with colonialism, the global South,
Islam and “humanitarian”
war, provide a vantage point
from which to understand
the current crisis and its deep
origins.

BLAND FANATICS

Author
PANKAJ MISHRA
Publisher
FARRAR, STRAUS
AND GIROUX
Pages: 224
Price: Rs 1,945
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Nobel Laureate’s Vision

N

obel laureate Amartya Sen is one of the world’s bestknown voices for the poor and the downtrodden and
inspiration for the proponents of justice across the globe.
He has contributed almost without peer to the study of
economics, philosophy and politics, transforming social
choice theory, development economics, ethics, political
philosophy and Indian political economy, to list but a few.
This book offers a much-needed introduction to
Amartya Sen’s extraordinary variety of ideas. Author
Lawrence Hamilton provides an excellent, accessible guide
to the full range of Mr Sen’s writings, contextualising his
ideas and summarising the associated debates. In elegant
prose, Mr Hamilton reconstructs Mr Sen’s critiques of the
major philosophies of his time, assesses his now famous
concern for capabilities as an alternative for thinking
about poverty, inequality, gender discrimination,
development, democracy and justice and unearths some
overlooked gems.
The author has taken up the challenge squarely and
identified five keywords – choice, capability, freedom, justice and democracy – to introduce Mr Sen’s ideas to those
who want to dabble in such issues. These five themes, in
the sequence they have appeared in the book, aptly capture the ever-expanding intellectual horizon of Mr Sen’s
academic work over time, starting with his critique of the
economist’s conceptual edifice built on the issues of individual choice and preference within a utilitarian framework.
Mr Sen has clearly shown that we cannot study deprivation and inequality without challenging the fundamental
premises of utilitarianism.
Mr Sen has persuasively argued for the need for going
beyond individual preferences in matters of social evaluation and provided a solid foundation for a much richer
alternative conceptualisation of well-being in terms of human functioning and capability to achieve those
functionings. Whereas utilitarianism tends to focus on
preference-satisfaction and egalitarianism on the distribution of resources, Mr Sen offers a far more well-founded
conceptualisation of human well-being. An individual’s
capability set – that is the set of functionings an individual can access – as an embodiment of her freedom to
choose how to do or to be is a conceptual innovation that
has far-reaching consequences. This idea of freedom lies

HOW TO READ
at the core of Mr Sen’s idea of
AMARTYA
SEN
justice as well.
Mr Sen is not an institutionalist. He clearly opposes
the pre-conceived blueprint
version of institutionalist
thinking, in which searching
for the ideal or perfect institution is the core idea. He argues
instead that identifying a perAuthor
fect institution is neither necLAWRENCE HAMILTON
essary nor adequate to adPublisher
dress various injustices in
PENGUIN RANDOM
societies. He advocates a
HOUSE INDIA
comparative perspective inPages: 220
stead, which he believes
Price: Rs 499
would work better. His stress
on the individual as an argumentative and deliberative
person with an active agency comes perhaps from an optimism that rejects possibilities of intransigence. In his
scheme of things, therefore, the role of institutions in
the formation and regulation of behaviour turns out to be
unimportant.
For those who may dismiss Mr Sen as the one who
only indulges in high philosophical abstractions, it needs
to be emphasised that he is very focused on practical issues. One of his greatest insights is to assure us that a
democratic polity and a free press are the best antidote to
famines. For anyone interested in the exciting cerebral world
of Mr Sen, this book is an invaluable companion.
Throughout the book, these major theoretical and philosophical achievements are subjected to rigorous scrutiny.
This book is a major work on one of the most influential
economists and philosophers of the last few centuries. It
will be illuminating for readers keen to understand the
breadth of Mr Sen’s vision.

About the author
Lawrence Hamilton is professor of political studies at the
University of the Witwatersrand (WITS) and the SARChI/
Newton Research Professor in political theory at University
of Cambridge and WITS. He teaches and writes on a range
of topics in political theory and development studies from
the perspective of the global south.
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STAR TALK

LEO

ARIES

Mar 21-Apr 20

Well, career-wise, your journey will give expected results. You just have to make sure
that you are determined to tread ahead with
discipline. This month can provide you with
ample opportunities to prove yourself at work as well,
which, in turn, may also lead to your promotion. For those
concerned with business, you may expect some additional
benefit from the government or an added advantage from
your business partner too. To sum it up, your hard work
and resoluteness will assist you to shape your future.

TAURUS

Apr 21-May 21

This month may provide you with mixed experiences with its highs and lows in the journey.
Hence, you may have to take care of all the
aspects in this month’s ride. Ensure that you
prioritise your tasks and strategise along the way ahead.
At work, refrain from being aggressive with your colleagues, and instead, emphasise more on your focus and
determination towards your work. Sudden expenses can
surprise you, so it’s better to be prepared for your savings, and plan your expenditure, adds Ganesha.

GEMINI

May 22-Jun 21

Jul 23-Aug 23

The beginning of the month may be termed
average according to your monthly predictions. With the combined effect of Jupiter as
well as Saturn, you may experience mixed feelings. The second half of the month may also provide you
with a lot of opportunities for progress. Businesspeople
may get a good chance to clinch a big deal because the
movement of the planets will be of great advantage in
your finances. But the movement of Mercury tells you not
to make impulsive monetary decisions. It is also advised not
to borrow or lend money to anyone at the end of the month.

VIRGO

Aug 24-Sep 23

A progress is definitely foreseen this month,
but it will be dependent on how well you carry
yourself and survive the challenges. Besides,
planets like Saturn and Jupiter may have quite
a positive influence on you to build a strong foundation.
To add further, although you may experience optimistic
results in your career, the impact of Mercury may give you
a hard time in terms of confusing you while making your
decisions. But as the month progresses, you will see better circumstances. People looking for new job opportunities may taste some success. Business expansion can be a
big possibility too.

LIBRA

Sep 24-Oct 23

Eccentric facets of your personality, which
makes it difficult for you to adjust with people
around, may cease to exist if you exert more
emphasis on your meditation process and
your determination to work hard. Thus, you may feel more
confident while dealing with various situations. You are
so blessed with energy and zest that you may attract a lot
of people towards you. Both at work and home, you may
be able to find the right balance, and your plans towards
achieving them will produce optimistic results.

This month, it’s highly recommended to make
things clear from the beginning. It also becomes essential to prepare yourself for any
emotional outburst and not be affected by it
by being calmer. You will also be more creative and imaginative, and nurturing these qualities will only help you to
be more productive in the future. It is very likely to get a
good job, which may increase your fortune in the times to
come. Individuals planning to go abroad may as well start
their planning during this month. It is advised to work on
your skills and then plan your road ahead.

CANCER

SCORPIO

Jun 22-Jul 22

This month may give you positive outcomes.
On the career front, it may produce a lot of
gains apart from an increase in productivity.
Influence of the transiting Jupiter and Saturn
indicates a new beginning in your career aspects as well.
You may find ample opportunities in the middle of the
month, which may bring in a lot of zeal in your life. Individuals can expect some good monetary deals, although
things can get tricky. It is advised to plan the finances well
and tread cautiously during this period. At the month end,
you may receive great opportunities to earn amid challenges.
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Oct 24-Nov 22

You may start on a good note. You may also
be more interested to take up new roles and
challenges in spite of the complications in the
process. During this time, you may get an
opportunity to travel for leisure, bringing some mental
peace to your mind. In the latter half of the month, there
are good chances of you partnering with a foreign individual for business purposes. This can come as a surprise. Hence, this situation may not only provide you with
a lot of confidence, but it may also bring favourable results for you in the long run.
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India’s Souring Ties With Neighbours In 2021

I

ndia enters new year 2021 amid a
highly-insecure environment.
Apart from the disruptions triggered by COVID-19, these are testing times for the country’s relationship with its neighbours. Political
analysts may have their views, opinions and analyses about how India
will fare in the future. But here is
what Ganesha predicts about this
issue by deciphering the language
of the celestial bodies.
Astrological analysis
China is under the influence of
Mercury’s
Antardasha
in
Mercury’s Mahadasha. This may
cause serious difficulties for China.
As for India’s prevailing horoscope,
there is the interaction between
Moon and Saturn. These planetary
developments in both countries
may cause border conflicts. The im-

SAGITTARIUS

Influence of Jupiter may lessen
tension in the neighbourhood after
April 2021.

pact of the fiery planet Mars in the
early months of 2021 may increase
complications in China-India relationship.
Besides, India-Pakistan situation
will not be a smooth ride either. According to astrological predictions,
there may be violent situations within
Pakistan. At the same time, Pakistan
may get involved in armed conflicts
with India. These armed conflicts may
be small and minor incidents or some-

Nov 23-Dec 21

AQUARIUS

thing more engaging and difficult.
Moreover, five planets are allying with Capricorn in February 2021.
This formation may be quite damaging and destructive. The phase
around February 15, 2021 may be
very difficult for India. There may
be clashes in views, opinion, ideologies and so on. The hot and violent energies may envelop India and
the world and cause serious situation for the larger humankind.
Mars and Ketu will be in conjunction in the Taurus sign from
February 23 to April 14, 2021. This
combination may create difficulties
for numerous people across the
world. However, the influence of
Jupiter may lessen the anger
steadily. Wisdom will rule over rashness and rage.

Jan 21-Feb 18

People associated with this sign may experience a good start. Your consistent efforts will
make you progress and reach great heights.
Short-distance travelling is also indicated after the middle of the month. The period, especially after
the third week, is very favourable for you to join hands
with a partner to initiate a business. However, do make
sure that there is a written agreement to avoid any complications in the future, for this will help you not to commit
any mistakes.

Lay more emphasis on research-related work,
as it will guide you towards more success in
the future. You may also witness a change in
your work environment and, in turn, you may
have an opportunity to work in a company away from
your homeland. It will be best if you can keep some gap
before taking up a new project because of the transit of
the Sun and the Venus, which can cause some fear and
stress in the workload. This month can provide you with
some good earning opportunities in business.

CAPRICORN

PISCES

Dec 22-Jan 20

You may seek more adventure and action. You
may become more impetuous, self-dependent
and confident than before. You may get ample
opportunities in your career apart from great
success in the business field with determination and efforts from your side. Your chain of thoughts will impact
your work. Hence, ensuring an effective plan to tread carefully is a must. The second half of the month may give you
a hard time. Thus, the no-pain-no-gain attitude may work
wonders for you in being victorious. You may tend to
spend a lot of time and money in your exploration to gain
more knowledge.
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Feb 19-Mar 20

This month may treat you well with a lot of
excitement and celebrations with friends and
loved ones. Your practical decision-making
process may help you gather a lot of profit
this month. However, unplanned expenses pertaining to
business travels are foreseen. It is advised not to implement any major changes in your business, as this may
have a negative impact on your outcome. With respect to
your career, your planetary positioning says that you may
receive immense help from your mentor that may largely
benefit you. Your work can provide some good monetary
gains along with a helping hand from your father.
JANUARY 2021
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KNOWLEDGE ZONE

R

oshni Nadar Malhotra, the chairperson of HCL Technologies, has
been hitting the headlines quite too
often this year for all the good reasons, of course. In July, Ms Nadar
took over as the chairperson of HCL
Technologies, succeeding her father
Shiv Nadar. With this appointment,
the 39-year-old daughter of Mr Nadar,
who founded the Noida, Uttar
Pradesh-headquartered company in
1976, became the first woman to head
a listed, Indian, IT company.
Then in early December, Ms Nadar
was named India’s richest woman
with a fortune of Rs 54,850 crore by
the latest Kotak Wealth Hurun report.
Days later, the new HCL chief was in
the news yet again, this time, figuring
in the Forbes Power List of the world’s
100 most powerful women. Ms Nadar
– who happens to be the youngest
woman to achieve this feat in Forbes
Technology category – rubs shoulders with Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman, Biocon founder
Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw and heads of
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AT THE HELM

ROSHNI NADAR
States, CEOs and other top women of
over 30 countries in the coveted
Forbes’ list.
Interestingly, Ms Nadar’s ascent to
Rs 70,600-crore IT solutions company
has taken quite some time. In fact, she
was inducted into the board of HCL
Corporation, the holding company of
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PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX

P

urchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
for manufacturing and services rebounded in October and November
above the 50 level, bringing cheer
among industries and enterprises.
The promising numbers returned after the PMI had contracted below the
50 mark for the past, six months. So,
what is this PMI, and how is it significant to the economy?
Started in 1948 by US-based Institute of Supply Management, the PMI
has now become one of the most
closely-watched indicators of business activity across the world. The
vital index is an indicator of business
activity both in manufacturing and
services sectors. It is a survey-based
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measure that asks respondents about
changes in their perception of some
key business variables from the
month before.
The data for the PMI is collected
through a survey of purchasing managers in a large number of manufac-

PMI is considered a good leading
indicator of economic activity.

many HCL Technologies’ companies,
way back in 2008. But it took some 12
years for her to finally take over as
the chairperson of HCL Technologies,
partly because of her reluctance to
plunge head on into the technology
company’s administration.
Instead, Ms Nadar was more inclined towards social service, and she
got involved in HCL Technologies’
education initiative. She played a vital role in the functioning of the IT
company’s VidyaGyan Schools,
which offer free education to children
across Uttar Pradesh. She soon became a trustee of the Shiv Nadar Foundation, which runs the SSN Institutions, Shiv Nadar University,
VidyaGyan Schools and other educational and cultural institutions.
Perhaps Ms Nadar’s inclination
towards social enterprise could be
because of her training in social sciences. Moreover, her mother Kiran
Nadar, a renowned art collector and
philanthropist, may also have influenced Ms Nadar’s social endeavours.

turing and services companies on different parameters, namely, production
level, new orders from customers,
speed of supplier deliveries, inventories, order backlogs and employment
level. A figure above 50 denotes expansion in business activity. Anything below 50 denotes contraction.
Higher the difference from this midpoint, the greater is the expansion or
contraction. The rate of expansion can
also be judged by comparing the
PMI with that of the previous
month’s data.
The PMI is usually released at the
start of a month, much before most of
the official data on industrial output,
manufacturing and GDP growth becomes available. It is, therefore, considered a good leading indicator of
economic activity. Economists consider the manufacturing growth measured by the PMI as a good indicator
of industrial output, for which official
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

statistics are released later. Central
banks of many countries also use the
index to help make decisions on interest rates.
The two principal producers of
PMIs are Institute for Supply Management (ISM) – which originated the
manufacturing and non-manufacturing metrics and produces them for the
US, and IHS Markit –which produces
metrics based on ISM’s work for over
30 countries worldwide, including India. US-based IHS and the UK’s Markit
had merged to form IHS Markit in
2016. IHS Markit is now being acquired by the US’ S&P Global.
The PMI gives an indication of
corporate earnings and is closely
watched by investors as well as the
bond markets. It would certainly be
great news for the Indian economy, if
the rebound in PMI in October and
November sustains for coming
months.
INDIA BUSINESS JOURNAL

Spiritual Corner

Avoid Clashes

A Science Worth Understanding
Questioner: I do not want to clash, but what
should I do, if the other person comes and
starts a fight?
Dadashri: If you were to fight with this wall,
how long would you be able to fight? If you
hit your head against this wall one day, then
what would you do with it? You hit your head,
meaning that you had a fight with the wall, so
does that mean that you should keep hitting
the wall? Similarly, those who instigate a lot
PUJYA DADASHRI
of clashes are all walls! Why look at others in
this? You should understand on your own
that they are like walls. There is no problem
thereafter.
Questioner: If I remain silent, then the other
person takes it the wrong way, thinking: ‘He
is certainly at fault,’ and he ends up clashing
even more.
Dadashri: In fact, you are presuming that: ‘It
is because I remained silent that this
happened.’ If a person wakes up in the middle
COMPILED BY
of the night, and on his way to the bathroom,
DR NIRU MAA
he ends up bumping into the wall in the dark,
is it because he remained silent that he collided with the wall? It does not
matter whether you remain silent or speak, these things are not
connected. There is no such thing as the other person becoming affected
by you remaining silent, nor is there such a thing as the other person

“

If you hit your head against this wall one day,
then what would you do with it? Similarly, those who
instigate a lot of clashes are all walls! You should
understand on your own that they are like walls.
There is no problem thereafter.

“

An alumna of New Delhi’s Vasant Valley School, Ms Nadar graduated in
communication with a focus on radio,
TV and film from Northwestern University and also pursued her MBA
from Kellogg School of Management
– both in the US.
A trained classical musician, the
new chairperson of HCL Technologies had also worked with Sky News
UK and CNN America as a news producer before finally joining HCL Corporation in 2008. Ms Nadar eventually joined the board of HCL Technologies in 2013 and took over as its
chairperson in December 2020.
Ms Nadar steps into the big shoes
of her father in this challenging time.
However, her ascent will not change
anything materially on the operations
side of the business, as Mr Nadar will
continue to be the managing director
of the company. This provides
Ms Nadar with the opportunity to
learn the intricacies of the business
from her illustrious father.

becoming affected by you saying something. It is only scientific
circumstantial evidence. No one has even the slightest of authority. What
is anyone going to do in a world that is without even the slightest of
authority? If the wall had any authority, then this person would have
authority! Does this wall have the authority to scold you? The same applies
to the other person. And the clash that is going to happen through his
nimit (an apparent doer who is simply instrumental in the process of
unfolding karma) will not refrain from happening.
What is the point in needlessly screaming and shouting? The other
person possesses no authority in that! So why don’t you become like a
wall! If you keep scolding your wife, then the God that resides within her
takes note, ‘He is scolding me!’ And when she scolds you, become like
a wall, then the God residing within you will help you.
Therefore, it is only when it is your fault that the wall collides with you.
It is not the wall’s fault. So people ask me: “Are all these people walls
then?” I tell them: “Yes, people too are walls indeed.” I say this having
seen it. This is not baseless.
For more information on Dadashri's spiritual science,
log on to www.dadabhagwan.org. Also visit kids.dadabhagwan.org
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HOT SEAT

A Beautiful Life

C

oming from a family of industrials, Vasundhara
Patni – she is daughter of RPG Group Chairman
Harsh Goenka and is married into the Patni
family of the Patni Computer Systems fame – has
forayed into the world of beauty with Kiro. Having
graduated from University of Pennsylvania, Ms Patni
has previously fronted successful ventures in education
and hospitality sectors. Her entrepreneurial
endeavours continue with launch of a home-grown
make-up brand that places world-class, clean, beauty
solutions within the reach of Indian consumers.
Looking back, Ms Patni’s career started with motherand-childcare hospitals. It is here that she observed
the need among consumers for effective yet good-foryou products. This piqued her interest in the beauty
segment, and that’s how she came up with a range of
products that are effective, indulgent yet mindful.
Beyond just keeping toxins and parabens out, the
brand’s conscientious ethos is manifested in mindful
formulas that nourish, nurture and pamper the skin.
Sharmila Chand chats up with Ms Patni and gets to
know about the dynamic entrepreneur, up close and
personal.

How do you define yourself?
Highly ambitious and driven, I thrive on challenge
and constantly set goals for myself, so that I have
something to strive towards.
What is your philosophy of life?
To have faith and remain introspective
What is your passion in life?
Art and design
What is your management mantra?
I believe in empowering each of our team members with freedom to make decisions and own
their piece completely. I am also very open to
feedback.
A business leader you admire the most…
I really admire Emily Weiss for what she has
done for Glossier. Right from a blog to becoming
the largest beauty brand, she has managed to
democratise makeup.
Your strength…
I am very particular about quality.
Your weakness…
I think I could perhaps manage my time a little bit
better.
Your kind of music…
Lately, I have been enjoying a lot of instrumental
and Indie music.
Your favourite holiday destination…
Hands down, it would be Tokyo!
You are a tough, serious boss or…
Extremely result-oriented
What do you enjoy the most in life,
generally?
I enjoy spending time with my kids the most.
How do you de-stress?
I usually spend a lot of time painting.
What is your fitness regime in life?
Eat healthy, and ensure that at least an hour of
my day is devoted to a full-body workout.

VASUNDHARA PATNI
Entrepreneur & Founder, Kiro
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Ten years from now, where do we see you?
You could see me leading Kiro, which I hope to
make a preferred brand of choice for anyone
looking for a good, superior-quality product.
Write to us at chand.sharmila@gmail.com
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